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ABSTRACT
Huffman, Tanner J. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. The Effects of a Modeleliciting Activity on High School Student Design Performance. Professor: Dr. Nathan J.
Mentzer.
Modeling allows students to become more effective designers. High school technology
and engineering students engage in engineering design challenges as part of traditional
instructional practices. Model-eliciting activities (MEA) present students with
opportunities to elicit mathematically thinking that facilitates modeling. Students (n=266)
from four schools completed a model-eliciting activity (MEA) and design challenge
procedure. The research design utilized a quasi-experimental method, post-test only, with
homogenous matching comparison groups based on possible confounding variables. A
rubric was used to measure student design performance. Students in the comparison
group (n=124) completed a traditional design challenge and were assessed on their design
performance. Students in the treatment group (n=142) completed a MEA, a traditional
design challenge and were assessed on their design performance. An analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) was used in order to discover if the difference in average design
challenge rubric score from comparison group (42.56) to the treatment group (45.18) was
statistically significant. A one-way multiple analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was
used to indicate if the differences in student average scores in each rubric category were
significant. The ANCOVA did not reveal statistically significant evidence supporting the
research question with regard to overall design performance. The Pillai’s Trace
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(MANCOVA) test results were significant. Four design rubric categories were found to
be significantly different: Criteria, Proposal, Test/Evaluate, and Communicate. The
findings in this study suggest that MEAs can adequately support design-based classroom
activities. While overall student design performance was reported to show no significant
increase, individual aspect of design displayed significant improvement. Technology and
engineering teachers should examine MEAs as potential curriculum enhancements in
their design-based classrooms.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Today’s society demands a technologically literate citizen. “While most people
spend 95% of their time interacting with the technologies of the human-made world, few
know these products are made through engineering, the missing link that connects
science and math with innovation” (National Center for Technological Literacy, 2013).
Technological literacy encompasses knowledge, capabilities and ways of thinking and
acting about technology (Committee on Technological Literacy, National Research
Council, & National Academy of Engineering, 2002). Publications have highlighted
society’s need for creative, flexible and technologically capable communities of people
(Friedman, 2005; Pink, 2005). Daniel Pink, in his book A Whole New Mind, described
successful people as those who utilize both analytical reasoning and creative thinking.
Pink argued that there is a disconnect between how we educate students and how they are
to approach problems in the workforce. Schools pose problems that are clearly defined,
measurable, and have one right answer. In contrast, the workforce is exactly the opposite;
problems are ill-defined, complex, multi-disciplinary and rarely have a clear solution
(Pink; Jonassen, Strobel, & Lee, 2006).
As outlined by the Committee on Prospering in the Global Economy of the 21st
Century, and Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy (2007) in the
publication Rising Above the Gathering Storm, the United States’ global competitiveness
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relies, partially, on their ability to create engineers, technologist and technicians that are
prepared for the 21st century society. To that end, the publication Engineer of 2020:
Visions of Engineering in the New Century aimed to identify what attributes this 21st
century engineer would need to solve complex political, economic and environmental
problems. An engineer would need to be creative, ethical and flexible as well as a lifelong learner in the ever-evolving technological world (National Academy of Engineering,
2004).
The Committee on Highly Successful Schools or Programs for K-12 STEM
Education (2011) in their report Successful K-12 STEM Education: Identifying Effective
Approaches in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics indicated that
education in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) disciplines is
needed to make informed decisions about the technological world. An effective STEM
learning environment must be student centered and provide experiences to engage
students in the practices of science and sustain their interest (Committee on Highly
Successful Schools or Programs for K-12 STEM Education). Experiential learning is a
major facet of the constructivism learning theory (Rogers & Freiberg, 1994) and the
ultimate goal of constructivist philosophy is student autonomy and independence
(Dewey, 1916; Piaget, 1972). A constructivist approach to learning about engineering and
technology provides students with the opportunity to develop valuable processes and
practices about design and education (International Technology Education Association,
2006; Tinker, 1993). These practices are primarily performed during design and include
problem definition, brainstorming, modeling, analysis, evaluation and communication
(ITEA, 2000/2002/2007). Of these practices, student modeling capabilities result in a
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more effective and responsible citizen (Mitcham & Holbrook, 2006). Modeling is also of
interest when investigating how student learn. Concerning educational pedagogy,
modeling is the way humans make sense of the world around them (Lehrer & Schauble,
2000; Lesh & Yoon, 2004).
Modeling is basic to the ability to learn and evaluate unfamiliar phenomena
(Johnson-Laird, Girotto, & Legrenzi, 1998). Scholarly work concerning modeling has
become increasing prevalent in several academic domains. Research regarding modeling
has been conducted with foci on meaningful learning (Jonassen & Strobel, 2006),
motivation (Diefes-dux, Hjalmarson, Miller & Lesh, 2008), and achievement in
mathematics (Abrams, 2001; English, 2010).
Modeling is not a new concept to the K-12 classroom (English, 2010; Lehrer &
Schauble, 2000). In the report A framework for K-12 science education: Practices,
crosscutting concepts, and core ideas, the National Research Council (2012) indicated
that students have been practicing modeling as a way to facilitate both inquiry (science)
and design (engineering and technology).
Modeling is a practice that naturally extends to the scientific and mathematic
disciplines through appropriate application in engineering design (National Academy of
Engineering & National Research Council, 2009). Modeling curriculum utilized in postsecondary engineering education and high school math education could provide a suitable
foundation when considering applications in high school engineering and technology
classrooms. Model-eliciting activities (MEA) have been studied extensively including
university freshman engineering (Diefes-Dux, Imbrie, & Moore, 2005; Moore, DiefesDux, & Imbrie, 2006; Moore, Diefes-Dux, & Imbrie, 2007; Diefes-dux et al., 2008;
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Carnes, Cardella & Diefes-Dux, 2010) and secondary school math courses as (Lesh,
Hoover, Hole, Kelly, & Post, 2000; Lesh, & Doerr, 2003; Lesh, & Caylor, 2007;
Chamberlin, and Moon, 2008; Hamilton, Lesh, Lester, Brilleslyper, 2008)). MEAs have
shown the potential to help students learn more deeply and retain mathematical
knowledge.

1.2 Statement of Problem
Currently a void exists in the application of mathematical thinking during
engineering design curricular activities. The problem driving this study was that
“Existing curricula do not fully exploit the natural connections between engineering and
the other three STEM subjects” (National Academy of Engineering & National Research
Council, 2009, p. 156). Specifically, this study addresses the following problem,
“Although mathematical analysis and modeling are essential to engineering design, very
few of the curricula or professional development initiatives reviewed by the committee
used mathematics in ways that support modeling and analysis” (National Academy of
Engineering & National Research Council, p. 157). While the application a mathematical
knowledge in a problem solving context is outlined and suggested by various educational
standards documents, there is a lack of curricula designed to elicit students’ abilities to
think mathematically during engineering design activities (National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010;
National Research Council, 2013).
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1.3 Purpose
In order to be an effective designer and a technologically literate citizen, students
need to engage in modeling. The purpose of this quasi-experimental study was to
examine the possibility of a cause and effect relationship between a modeling treatment
and design performance. The study measured what affect a model-eliciting activity
(MEA) had on student design performance. Student design performance in this study was
defined as the score on the Engineering by Design (EbD) end-of-course design rubric,
which is an teacher evaluation instrument (see Appendix E). The study will aim to
answer the following research question:
RQ1: Does a model-eliciting activity (MEA) affect high school technology education
students’ design performance as scored on the Engineering by Design end-ofcourse design rubric?
Ho1: There is no significant difference between design performance of the comparison
and the treatment (MEA) group.
Ha1: There is a significant difference between design performance of the comparison
group and the treatment (MEA) group.

1.4 Scope
The study has a limited scope. The study will aim to test the efficacy of the
treatment by eliciting modeling capabilities in high school students as defined by
engineering and technology education literature. Additionally, the engineering
competencies that will be present in this document will directly relate to secondary
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education standards or frameworks, and post-secondary engineering education common
practices.

1.5 Significance
Within engineering education literature, modeling is highly regarded as a vital
component of engineering design. Currently a void exists in the application of
mathematical thinking during engineering design curricular activities. Mathematical
modeling and model-based reasoning is not a new trend in the US educational systems.
Swetz reported in 1991 that for 10 years, “national conferences and committees
investigating the state of American mathematics education have advocated an increased
emphasis on problem solving and mathematical modeling situations in the secondary
school curriculum (p.1).” More recently, NSF’s DRK-12 solicitation has dedicated
resources to fund 18 projects that apply the concept of developing and using models
within K-12 engineering context (Caven & Minner, 2013). It is well documented that US
students are statistically outperformed in math by their international counterparts. In
mathematics, 29 nations and other jurisdictions outperformed the United States by a
statistically significant margin (OECD, 2012a). Furthermore, despite efforts, the United
States is not moving in a positive direction as its 2012 standing was down six places from
2009 (OECD, 2010). Even the US elite struggle to compete with students from various
parts of the world. The math scores of students in Shanghai showed that they are "the
equivalent of over two years of formal schooling ahead of those observed in
Massachusetts, itself a strong-performing U.S. state" (OECD, 2012b, p.5). Higher order
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mathematical thinking, often associated with engineering, is a specific deficit of the US
student population.
The National Academy of Engineering Committee on K-12 Engineering
Education (Katehi, Pearson, & Feder, 2009) found that “very few curricula or
professional development initiatives reviewed by the committee used mathematics in
ways that support modeling and analysis” (p. 8). Scholarly research in technology
education has also indicated a mathematical modeling deficiency in secondary teachers
(Kelley, 2008; Sanders, 2008). Kelley indicated that secondary teachers placed a very
low emphasis on mathematical modeling and analysis when compared to other
competencies in the design process. Engineering design provides a valuable context for
teaching mathematical concepts (National Academy of Engineering & National Research
Council, 2009). While technology teachers are often interested in the idea of integrating
math and science into the classroom, they lack assessment and educational tools to
facilitate the teaching of such concepts (Kelley, 2009).
Mentzer, Huffman and Thayer (2014) suggested that students are engaging in
graphical modeling practices but are rarely engaging in mathematical modeling. Mentzer
et al. explained that even though students take multiple high school engineering classes,
“the students’ lack of effort modeling mathematically calls into question the nature of
their ability to think as engineers do” (p. 28). It has been long believed that engineering
and technology education classrooms represent an opportunity to apply mathematical
content within a relevant, real-world context. “Teachers should seek opportunities to
demonstrate the value of mathematical modeling and encourage students to think about
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relationships and functions as ways of understanding the world around them” (Mentzer et
al, p.316).
A focus on STEM education has propelled engineering aptitudes into the high
school classroom (Brophy, Klein, Portsmore, & Rogers, 2008; Mentzer, 2011; Rogers,
2005). While increased achievement in mathematics is significant to the overall success
of the US education, this study focused on the application of mathematical knowledge to
achieve higher-order engineering design performance. Engineering design performance is
significant to educational success of US students. This significance is supported by
rationales in three national K-12 standards documents.
1. The Standards for Technological Literacy: Content for the Study of
Technology expressed the need for a technological literate society (ITEA,
2000/2002/2007).
2. The Next Generations Science Standards (NGSS) supported the elevation
of engineering design to the same level of science inquiry in the K-12
educational classroom (National Research Council, 2013).
3. The Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSS) outlined the
need for mathematically proficient students that can apply the
mathematics they know to solve problems arising in everyday life, society,
and the workplace (National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010).
Fostering students’ modeling ways of thinking is critical in order to meet the STL,
NGSS, and CCSS for Mathematics (ITEA, 2000/2002/2007; National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010;
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National Research Council, 2013). Technology and engineering high school classrooms
include active learning environment that represent a valuable opportunity to apply a MEA
solution in a design “active” environment.

1.6 Definitions
Design performance – According to ITEA (2000/2002/2007), design performance
includes practices students engage in. According to Gensemer and Caron (2010)
design practices are:
1.

Defining the problem includes developing a problem statement that
identifies the what, who, when, and how the problem should be
addressed.

2.

Brainstorming solutions includes working as a group to develop
ideas for possible solutions; record your ideas and employ the rules
of brainstorming.

3.

Researching and generating ideas includes identifying how the
problem or a similar problem was addressed in the past and
determining what mathematical and/or scientific knowledge is
essential to solve the problem.

4.

Specifying constraints and identifying criteria includes identifying
the criteria and constraints and documenting essential features of
the design or how the problem should be solved.
a.



Criteria are guidelines to help develop a solution.
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b.

Constraints are limitations of the design when developing a
solution.

5.

Exploring possibilities includes designers staying open-minded and
reviewing their ideas against the established criteria and
constraints.

6.

Select an approach is determining how to proceed in the
engineering design process and is based on a schedule or some
type of matrix that outlines all ideas based on the criteria and
constraints.

7.

Developing a design a proposal is a way to manage simple projects
that includes the who, what, when, where, and how to deliver the
work, how the solution will be evaluated, and often includes
descriptions, sketches, and technical drawings.

8.

Making a model/prototype includes models and prototypes that can
be conceptual (abstract models that use language and graphicbased representations to convey meaning), mathematical (abstract
models that use the language of mathematics to describe the
behavior of the solution) or physical (three-dimensional models,
which represent the solution).

9.

Testing and Evaluating the design using specifications includes
evaluating the model/prototype against the given criteria and
constraints; all tests should be developed during the design
proposal phase.
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10.

Refining the design includes evidence of constantly reviewing and
revising the design throughout the process so that an ideal solution
is developed.

11.

Creating or making the design includes building the final product
or process, which reflects the design criteria and constraints as well
as shows refinement throughout the engineering design process.

12.

Communicating processes and results includes written and
graphical representations of your ideas and thoughts throughout the
process. (Gensemer, & Caron, p. “Vocabulary”)

Mathematical model – “represents a situation symbolically, graphically, and/or
numerically retaining the aspects that are essential for study and putting aside
details of lesser importance” (Abrams, 2001, p. 1).
Modeling – “any graphical, physical, or mathematical representation of the essential
features of a system or process that facilitates engineering design” (National
Academy of Engineering & National Research Council, 2009, p. 87).
Model-eliciting activity (MEA) –“ an open-ended, real-world, client-driven problem.
MEAs pose problems that are focused on the engineering process and the
development of higher order understandings that lead to solutions” (Diefes-dux,
Moore, Zawojewski, Imbrie, & Follman, 2004, p. 1). “MEAs can function to elicit
students’ ways of thinking about an engineering situation before presenting
conventional engineering content” (Diefes-dux et al., 2008, p. 33).
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Optimization – “the pursuit of the best possible solution to a technical problem in which
trade-offs are necessary to balance competing or conflicting constraints”
(National Academy of Engineering & National Research Council, 2009, p. 89).
Standards for Technological Literacy (STL) – “a vision of what students should know
and be able to do in order to be technologically literate” (ITEA, 2000/2002/2007,
p. vii).

1.7 Assumptions
The following assumptions pertained to the study:
1. Students will respond truthfully and accurately concerning demographic information.
2. Teachers will implement treatment and assessment as outlined in provided instructions.
3. Students received instruction aligned with the STL (ITEA, 2000/2002/2007).

1.8 Limitations
The following limitations pertained to the study:
1. The study is limited to students enrolled in courses where Engineering by Design
curriculum is implemented as intended by the International Technology and
Engineering Educators Association.
2. This study is limited to teachers who implement the end of course assessment.
Assessment implementation requires a signed EbD network agreement, access to
computers for assessment, and materials and equipment included in the design criteria.
3. This study is limited to teachers who implement the end of course assessment in 20112012 and 2012-2013 school years.
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ͳǤͻ
The following delimitations will pertain to the study:
1. Students in science classrooms that employ technology education and engineering
course material were considered for participation.

1.10 Summary
With the emergence of engineering design in the K-12 classrooms (NRC, 2012;
NAE & NRC 2009), rigorous scholarly studies concerning the effectiveness of modeling
curriculum solutions are needed. The publication Engineering in K-12 Education:
Understanding the Status and Improving the Prospects by the National Research Council
(2009) called for curriculum solutions that more fully exploit the natural connections of
engineering design to other core STEM subjects. It was the goal of this study to
investigate the efficacy of the MEA curriculum solution.
Chapter 1 has provided the background, statement of the problem, purpose and
significance of the research inquiry. Through the analysis and synthesis of relevant
research studies, chapter two presents a literature-based argument for the need of the
research study.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
This section, the literature review, surveys and reports on relevant scholarship
concerning technological literacy, design, modeling and model-eliciting activities.
Literature suggests that:
1. Technological literacy is an important goal of the 21st century society.
2. Design is an essential process and way of thinking of a technologically literate
citizen.
3. Modeling is critical to design.
4. Model-eliciting activities present students with opportunities to elicit
mathematically thinking that facilitates modeling.
The purpose of this section is to position the study within a larger body of pertinent
research. Leadership within education and private industry has called for an increase in
STEM literacy. In the report, Successful K-12 STEM education: Identifying Effective
Approaches in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics, the Committee on
Highly Successful Schools or Programs for K-12 STEM Education (2012) stated,
“Individual and societal decisions increasingly require some understanding of STEM,
from comprehending medical diagnoses to evaluating competing claims about the
environment to managing daily activities with a wide variety of computer-based
applications” (p. 3). The study aimed to build on research of the T in STEM education.
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As reported by Kelley (2010), in Staking the claim for the “T” in STEM, “In order for the
field of technology education to be known as the T in STEM separate from the science,
math, and engineering community, it must rely on quality, relevant research” (p. 4).

2.2 Procedures for the Review of Literature
The review of literature was conducted between September 2011 and February
2013. Appropriate research studies; theses, articles, reports and books included in this
study were published between the years 1997-2013. Search engines and databases
including ERIC (Education Resources Information Center), Google Scholar, ProQuest
and the NAP (National Academes Press) were utilized. The following keywords were
used to start the general search in the above stated databases; technological literacy,
engineering design, models, modeling, STEM education, technology education,
engineering education, 21st Century learning and global competiveness. The search was
then expanded based on cited sources of found relevant research studies.

2.3 Technological Literacy
The teaching of technological literacy is a valuable component of any technology
education program. As defined by the Standards for technological literacy: Content for
the study of technology (ITEA, 2000/2002/2007), “technological literacy is the ability to
use, manage, understand, and assess technology” (p.242).
According to Committee on Technological Literacy in the publication Technically
Speaking (2002), technological literacy is not significantly different from other types of
literacy. Literacy is the ability to participate in procedures of problem posturing and
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analysis of self and humanity (Kahn & Kellner, 2006). Similar to mathematics, reading
and science literacy, technological literacy aims to steward a generation of wellinformed, thoughtful participants in the 21st century democratic society. It should be the
aim of a democratic society to educate its citizens to become engaged contributors in
their own lives, and make informed decisions about their technological future (Feenberg,
2006; Committee on Technological Literacy, 2002; Pitt, 2006).
2.3.1 History of Technology Education and Design
With its roots deep in the Swedish Sloyd paradigm, the original focus of technical
education (manual training) was on skilled product creation. In this paradigm, the student
would learn how to skillfully utilize tools and processes to produce items of a given
industry (Banks, 2006; Ingold, 2006; McCormick, 2006). The process was epitomized
with the creation of well-crafted products that society found valuable. Traditionally, a
higher level of skill resulted in a better quality product and thus, greater potential for
capital in the marketplace. This is still true today with many collectors valuing antiques
produced by skilled makers of pottery, wood-working, and ceramics. Mastery was
creating a perfected physical product through the development of practical skill (Banks,
2006). As manual training evolved into industrial arts, again a high value was placed on
the individual’s hands-on skill through a design-based education (Kelley, 2009). Skills
using tools and machinery as well as perfecting manufacturing processes aimed
ultimately to replicate a plan or blueprint provided. The physical product, again, played
an integral role as the artifact that would serve as proof to the workers’ capabilities. Skill
was measured in tolerances, as those who would measure closest to the ideal, would be
considered masters of their craft. Procedural knowledge or “simple how to do it”
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(McCormick, 2006) education was paramount. Technology education continued this
trend and fixation on a physical product. While technology education undoubtedly
expanded the evaluation criteria to “technological artifacts” which included, in addition
to physical products, technological capabilities, processes, interactions and most
notability design; a case can be made that, outputs of these understandings remained
paramount. Even with the publication of the Standards for Technological Literacy
(ITEA, 2000/2002/2007) to evolve technology education from its industrial arts past, it is
hard to imagine a technology education “project” today that does not hold a significant
value to the “make” phase of the design process (Dakers, 2006).
The study of technology is much more focused on what can be used than simply
knowing truth, a stark contrast to scientific philosophy (Feenberg 2006). While the value
of assessing a product of design appropriately will not be argued here, through its history,
technology education retained a fascination on the procedural skills and physical creation
of a product (Banks, 2006; Dakers; Kierl, 2006; Ingold, 2006). The pedagogical benefits
of “hands-on” learning have traditionally been thought of as a strong part of technology
education. Signifying a fundamental change in philosophy, in 2010, the International
Technology Education Association (ITEA), the teachers association that represents
technology education teachers, changed its name to the International Technology and
Engineering Educators Association (ITEEA). Engineering is not a new term to
technology educators. Engineering has been part of many technology education
classrooms for over a century (ITEA, 2010; Lewis, 2005). While Lewis recognized the
positive reception of the engineering re-branding, he also cautions that, “we may take
ourselves too seriously, throwing out those aspects of engineering that remind us of our
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humble practical traditions, and keeping only those aspects that resonate with the
dominant academic ideology of schools” (p.36).
2.3.2 Teaching Technological and Engineering Literacy
“Technology and engineering literacy is, like scientific, mathematical, or
language literacy, a measure of how well individuals have mastered the processes and
tools they need to participate intelligently and thoughtfully in the world around them”
(National Assessment Governing Board, 2012, p. 6). The teaching of technological and
engineering literacy is not without it challenges however. Rose and Dugger (2002) in the
ITEA Gallup Poll found that there was no consensus that technology education should be
an integral part of the public education program and that many Americans view
technology as simply computers and the Internet. Publications have outlined standards,
program structure, curriculum development, assessment criteria and teacher development
through the Technology for All Americans Project conducted by ITEA (2000/2002/2007;
2004; 2005a; 2005b; 2005c). These publications along with numerous state standards and
programs guides across the country outline the teaching of Technological Literacy in
America.
As identified by Committee on Technological Literacy (2002) in the publication,
Technically Speaking, technological literacy can be view from three dimensions;
knowledge, capabilities and ways of thinking and acting. Engstrom (2005) described the
challenges of assessing a student’s ability in these three dimensions. Engstrom argued
that it is not appropriate to measure higher level thinking skills, such as ways of thinking
and acting, with multiple-choice questions. Engstrom stated,
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These ‘big ideas’ are the items that lead students to becoming
technologically literate and require the most challenging and valuable
form of assessments. These include authentic performance, presentations,
and the development of design solutions. Each of these items can be
assessed with a rubric or other authentic assessment tool. (p. 32)
Design is a central component of the practice of engineering and a key element in
technology education (Committee on Technological Literacy, 2002; NRC & NAE, 2002).
Leaders in the technology education field have suggested that design has emerged as the
central, unifying epistemological device utilized in education of technologically literate
citizens as well as a pedagogical tool for such subjects as Science and Math (ITEA,
2000/2002/2007; Kelley & Capobianco, 2012; Burghardt & Hacker, 2011).

2.4 Engineering Design
Engineering design is a thought engaging process that involves intention to satisfy
the needs of both the client and the end user (ǡǡǡ ǡƬ, 2005;
Mitcham & Holbrook, 2006). Design consists of intelligent, systematic steps that specify,
generate and evaluate (Dym et al., 2005). According to ITEA, using “the design process
demands critical thinking, the application of technical knowledge, creativity, and an
appreciation of the effect of a design on society and the environment” (2000/2002/2007,
p. 99). Engineering design is the approach used to create technologies (ITEA,
2000/2002/2007). Engineering design is an active progression and not a rigid method
(National Assessment Governing Board, 2012). Engineering design is also referred to as
technological design or simply design in technology education (ITEA).
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The National Academy of Engineering (NAE) and National Research Council
(NRC) (2009) in the publication, Engineering in K-12 education: Understanding the
status and improving the prospects identified three principles of successful engineering
education implementation in K-12 classrooms. The first principle directly expresses the
need for engineering design as essential to engineering.
The design process, the engineering approach to identifying and solving
problems, is (1) highly iterative; (2) open to the idea that a problem may
have many possible solutions; (3) a meaningful context for learning
scientific, mathematical, and technological concepts; and (4) a stimulus to
systems thinking, modeling, and analysis. (p. 4)
The second principle recognized engineering design as a pedagogical tool to teach STEM
disciplines. The NAE and NRC identified specific scenarios in which scientific
knowledge, mathematical truths and technological capabilities can support engineering
design activities. The third and final principle identified was the promotion of
engineering habits of mind. These habits included “(1) systems thinking, (2) creativity,
(3) optimism, (4) collaboration, (5) communication, and (6) attention to ethical
considerations” (p. 5). According to the NAE and NRC, all of the habits identified are
components of effective design.
Modeling and models represent the opportunity to integrate engineering processes
through design and is evident in all three principles for successful engineering education
in K-12 identified by the NAE and NRC. Modeling is essential to engineering design,
systems thinking and mathematical analysis. Additionally, modeling activities present
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opportunities for students to collaborate, communicate, be creative, and attend to ethical
considerations (Mousoulides & English, 2011).

2.5 Modeling and Models
Modeling is the processes of creating simplified representations of phenomena or
systems. As defined by Lesh and Harel (2003) models are;
Conceptual systems that generally tend to be expressed using a variety of
interacting representational media, which may involve written symbols,
spoken language, computer- based graphics, paper-based diagrams or
graphs, or experience-based metaphors. Their purposes are to construct,
describe or explain other system(s). (p. 158)
Cognitive science and all science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields study
modeling. Modeling is recognized as an appropriate instructional strategy in the STEM
disciplines and is utilized to achieve various student-learning outcomes.
2.5.1 Models in Cognitive Science
The study of modeling or model-based reasoning in cognitive science is described
as a way that learners make sense of the world (Johnson-Laird et al., 1998; Lehrer &
Schauble, 2000). Lehrer and Schauble (2000) built a case to support modeling as
essential to learning, relating to humans as natural modelers. Modeling is the way
students come to understand things that are unfamiliar to them. Building a relationship to
an understanding; the physical world, a representation, or even an analogy allows
students to root their understandings. Johnson-Laird et al. (1998) specified that,
“individuals tend to minimize the load on working memory by constructing mental
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models that represent what is true, but not what is false” (p. 4). In turn, mental models
can create a certain level of falsity, as the model is concerned with only what is true.
When models prove to be false, it undermines and challenges the validity of that
understanding. This contrast, forces the creation of new models that account for a falsity
with another truth or rule about the system. Consequentially, it can be deduced that some
models; representative, analogical or physical, can be more comprehensive than others.
At some level, however there is always a level of falsity as the model is not the actual
system itself.
2.5.2 Models in Science Education
In science classrooms, students build models to visualize the world. “Models are
one of the principle instruments of modern science” (Frigg & Hartmann, 2012, p. 1). As
delineated by the National Research Council, science education utilizes models to help
students better understand abstract knowledge. Models allow for the study of unseen
phenomena and encourage students to visualize knowledge in a variety of ways. Models
in science help facilitate inquiry and experimentation by providing prediction in the form
of explaining a “if…then…therefore” framework. Traditionally, modeling in science
education is concerned with description. According to A Framework for K-12 Science
Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas (Committee on Conceptual
Framework for the New K-12 Science Education Standards & National Research
Council, 2012), science education will include engineeirng and technological ways of
thinking and modeling.
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2.5.3 Models in Technology Education
Modeling in technology education has a long history, since the time of the Greek
Enlightenment to modern academia. Modeling has played an integral role in evolution
industrial art to technology education to engineering and technology education. In a
survey of the emergence of technology philosophy, Feenburg (2006) discussed the
terminology used by the Greeks to explain their connection to the technological world;
techne. While techne represented the results of understanding phenomena, modeling
signifies the process to obtain this relationship. With the emergence of industrial arts in
the early 19th century, physical modeling became predominant (Banks, 2006). Students
focused on creating accurate physical and graphical models of their designs for the
primary purpose of communication. Through the evolution of industrial arts to
technology education in the 1980’s, modeling took on a new role (ITEA,
2000/2002/2007).
While communication remained as a part of the technological process, design
became the main focus and purpose for modeling. In technology education, modeling is
step in the design process and primarily consisted of creating graphical, physical or
mathematical representations of systems (ITEA, 2000/2002/2007). Traditionally,
however, physical models remained the common application of modeling in technology
education classrooms (Banks, 2005; Dakers, 2006; Ingold, 2006). With the publication of
the Standards for technological literacy: Content for the study of technology (STL) by
ITEA, modeling is recognized as a primary process to facilitate design. Furthermore, with
the philosophical shift of technology education to include engineering design, additional
modeling areas beyond graphical and physical became a necessity (ITEA). More
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specifically, mathematical modeling is an essential practice in engineering (Brophy et al.,
2008; Diefes-Dux, Moore, Zawojewski, Imbrie, & Follman, 2004; Dym et al, 2005;
National Academy of Engineering & National Research Council, 2009).
2.5.4 Models in Engineering Education
Modeling is a vital component of engineering and engineering design (ITEA,
2000/2002/2007; NAE & NRC, 2009). Modeling in engineering includes both
representational and mathematical models. A representational model may include
drawings, such as sketches or computer-aided designs or a physical, three-dimensional
interpretation. Engineers utilize representational models to create free-body diagrams and
develop mathematical models based on the laws of mechanics (NAE & NRC, 2009; Dym
& Little, 2003).
Mathematical models inform the important engineering process of optimization.
Optimization is the balancing of competing or conflicting factors (NAE & NRC, 2009).
The International Technology Educators Association (ITEA, 2000/2002/2007)
recognized analysis and modeling as essential to engineering design, the principle
problem solving method employed in engineering. “An optimum design is most possible
when a mathematical model can be developed so that variations may be tested” (ITEA,
p.42). A primary benefit of mathematical models is to enable analysis prior to expending
resources to build and test in the physical world. Brophy et al. (2008), “from an
engineering perspective this would include constructing conceptual prototypes of a
system using mathematical models (equation, diagrams, graphs) and generating data to
predict performance” (p. 371).
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2.5.5 Models in Mathematics Education
Mathematical models are distinct from other groupings of models mainly because
they focus on structural features of systems they define (Lesh & Harel, 2003). In
mathematics education, models and modeling perspectives emphasize the fact that
“thinking mathematically” is about translating situations mathematically at least as much
as it is about computing (Lesh & Lehrer, 2003). The Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics includes modeling as both a mathematical practice and standards content
area. National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State
School Officers (2010) indicated that:
Modeling links classroom mathematics and statistics to everyday life,
work, and decision-making. Modeling is the process of choosing and using
appropriate mathematics and statistics to analyze empirical situations, to
understand them better, and to improve decisions. Quantities and their
relationships in physical, economic, public policy, social, and everyday
situations can be modeled using mathematical and statistical methods…
By high school, a student might use geometry to solve a design problem or
use a function to describe how one quantity of interest depends on another.
2.5.6 Models in Education Summary
While each educational domain has a specific purpose of defining modeling in
their precise area of study, modeling also shares universal attributes as expressed in Table
2.1.
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Table 2.1
Characteristics of Modeling in STEM
Domain
Facilitates
Purpose

Shared by All
Learners

Science
Inquiry
Explanations

Technology
Design
Evaluation,
Communication

Engineering
Mathematics
Design
Learning
Analysis,
Connection
Prediction,
Engagement
Optimization
Imperfect, Represents a system or part of a system, Requires
interpretation

(Cognitive Science)

As indicated by the NRC, in science education, modeling facilities inquiry in order to
provide explanations about phenomena (2012). Technology educators utilize modeling to
evaluate and communicate during design (Banks, 2006; ITEEA 2000/2002/2007). Similar
to technology, engineering educators employ modeling while designing with an emphasis
on analysis, prediction and optimization (Brophy et al., 2008; ITEEA 2000/2002/2007).
Math educators engage in modeling practices as a connection and motivational tool to
learn mathematical concepts (Lesh & Lehrer, 2003). Modeling practices and activities
present an opportunity to bridge STEM education domains and require all students to
engage in critical interpretation in that all models are imperfect and interact within
systems (Lehrer & Schauble, 2000).
2.6 Model-Eliciting Activities (MEA)
Models and modeling are of interests to the educational community. Efforts have
been made to support modeling instruction in the K-12 classroom. One such effort has
been the development and implementation of model-eliciting activities. A model-eliciting
activity (MEA) is “an open-ended, real-world, client-driven problem. MEAs pose
problems that are focused on the engineering process, the development of higher order
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understandings that lead to solutions” (Diefes-dux, Moore, Zawojewski, Imbrie, &
Follman, 2004, p. 1).
2.6.1 MEA Structure
With the publication, A framework for analyzing feedback in a formative
assessment system for mathematical modeling problems, Diefes-dux et al. (2012) outlined
the appropriate methods of creating and evaluating MEAs used in college freshman
engineering curriculum by adapting the six principles for designing MEAs reported by
Lesh et. al. (2000). The dimensions and sub-dimensions in Table 2.2 elicit the MEA
evaluation criteria in engineering education (Diefes-Dux, Hjalmarson, Miller, & Lesh,
2008).
Table 2.2
Principles of Model-Eliciting Activities (Diefes-Dux et al., 2008)



Principle
Model
Construction

Engineering Education Principle
The design of the MEA requires the construction of a model by
the student team. The model is often a procedure for carrying out
a task or a design for a product.

Reality

The design of the MEA is situated in an authentic engineering
context. Students consider the constraints of the context as well as
the needs of the particular client.

Self-assessment

The design of the MEA should provide opportunities for students
to work as a team to assess the usefulness of the model from the
perspective of the client, their own experience in the context, and
the background information provided within the task.

Model
Documentation

The design of the MEA should require that the model created be
documented in some form as the student team’s response to the
task. Documentation often comes in the form of a procedure
description combined with a spreadsheet or computer program.

Model Shareability and Reusability

The design of the MEA requires that the model be share-able with
others (and therefore requires documentation) and re-usable on
other sets of data (and therefore requires justification). The needs
of the client are designed to require a model (rather than a
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product/solution) by providing a situation that is, for example, too
complex to result in a finite, small number of solutions.
This principle could also be called local generalizability.
Effective
Prototype
(Simplicity)

The model the MEA should result is a product that is globally
generalizable or modifiable. The development of the current
model should facilitate the design of other models or provide a
template for the generation of procedures in analogous situations.

The principles of model-eliciting activities represent a guide to the appropriate
construction, modification and evaluation of MEAs within an engineering education
context (Diefes-Dux et al.).
2.6.2 MEA Documented Benefits
Engineering Education
Diefes-Dux, Follman, Imbrie, Zawojewski, Capobianco, and Hjalmarson (2004)
presented a study examining the efficacy of MEAs on the interest and persistence of
women in engineering. Diefes-Dux et al. reported that the MEA methods would translate
well from K-12 mathematics education to engineering education and would emphasize
skills beyond mathematics (i.e. communication, teamwork, and verbalization). DiefesDux et al. delivered the MEAs in the ENGR 106 course at Purdue University.
ENGR 106: Engineering Problem Solving and Computer Tools is a
required 2-credit hour course for all freshman engineering students at
Purdue University. This course is designed to give students an
appreciation for what the pursuit of an engineering degree entails. (p. 3)
Diefes-Dux et al. (2004) constructed four MEAs based on common engineering
context currently being taught in ENGR:106. The four MEAs created were: (1) Laser
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Detection Device Design, (2) Banking Options, (3) Departing on Time, and (4)
Aluminum Crystal Size.
Diefes-Dux et al. (2004) employed mixed-methods methodology including
surveys, semi-structured interviews, and document review. Surveys consisted of Likert
scale items:
Likert scale items were used to collect data on students' perceptions of (1)
their interest and persistence in completing the lab tasks, (2) whether the
lab tasks represented things they believe engineers do, and (3) the teaming
experience, the team's functionality, and their ability to work with, learn
from, and contribute to their team. (p. 8)
Diefes-Dux et al. stated “the purpose of the surveys was to gather formative feedback
about the implementation of the MEAs in comparison to traditional labs” (p. 9).
Diefes-Dux et al. (2004) conducted student interviews. The researchers
interviewed 24 freshman engineering students. The interviews were semi-structured in
nature and the main goals of the interviews were to:
A.

gather preliminary feedback from the students about their reactions
to and engagement in the MEA’s as well as their interactions
within technical teams;

B.

examine gender-related patterns for levels of interest, persistence,
and possible resistance as well as expectations for future career
paths in engineering; and
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C.

pilot the interview protocol and determine its effectiveness at
gathering student feedback, thereby informing the second
implementation in the project. (p. 9)

Furthermore, Diefes-Dux et al. (2004) collected documents for review. The
documents consisted of online message board discussions. Transcripts of 20 ENGR 106
student teams’ online discussions were collected for analysis.
Diefes-Dux et al. (2004) used open coding to analyze the data. The researchers
segmented the transcripts and then coded the segments based on themes. The themes that
emerged from the data included real-world appeal, practical experience, and
contextualizing engineering. Diefes-Dux described the research team’s process.
“To determine the plausibility of the categories, we employed the process of peer
debriefing whereby we consulted with other members of the research team. These
consulting sessions allowed us to uncover patterns and emerging themes within each
respective data set” (p. 10).
Diefes-Dux et al. (2004) concluded, “the model-eliciting activities framework has
provided a means of addressing and assessing gender equity in the engineering
classroom” (p. 13). MEAs provide an educational environment, “that is tailored to a more
diverse population than typical engineering course experiences as they allow students
with different backgrounds and values to emerge as talented” (p. 13).
Higher Levels of Thinking
Showalter (2009) presented an inquiry on the effects of MEAs on problem solving
and student disposition towards mathematics. Showlater reported that MEAs “encourage
deeper understanding and higher levels of learning in students” (p. 4).
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Showalter’s (2009) research was based on an experimental design in a nine weeklong “models and modeling class” for seventh grade students. The author randomly
selected 19 students from a 200-student population of 7th graders to participate in the
study. Of the 19 students, 9 were male and 10 were female. The students were at a variety
of mathematical achievement levels, some participating in advanced algebra.
Showalter (2009) utilized the Case Studies for Kids MEA curriculum treatment to
deliver mathematical content to the selected sample. Showalter collected both
quantitative data through the use of a survey, and qualitative data as observation,
interviews and questionnaires. The survey was used to gauge student attitudes towards
mathematics with a Likert scale response. The observations, interviews and
questionnaires were used to measure the effects on student problem solving abilities.
Showalter utilized the observation tool provided by the Case Studies for Kids website to
organize the observed data into themes and groups.
Showalter (2009) found that there was no statistically significant difference in
student attitudes towards mathematics. Additionally, based on the qualitative data,
Showalter concluded that as pertaining to problem solving, students showed increased
levels of understanding. Showalter stated,
The students in my class were showing higher levels of conceptual
understanding and multiplicative reasoning in their final interpretations
after multiple interpretation cycles. I was also able to observe students
transitioning through Piaget’s stages just as Lesh was able to observe in
his research. This could mean that allowing students the opportunity to
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wrestle with more realistic, integrated problems may encourage a higher
level of conceptual understanding. (p. 87)

Showalter (2009) indicated that MEAs afford student with the opportunity
to apply mathematics modeling in problem solving. Furthermore he went on to
suggest that an MEA can be a successful curriculum treatment in K-12
classrooms. Consistent with the NEA (2009), Showalter’s study supported the
hypothesis that MEAs elicit the natural connections between mathematics and
design.
Conceptual Understandings and Problem Solving
Yildirim, Shuman, and Besterfield-Sacre (2010) offered an extension to the
model-eliciting activity (MEA) construct introduced in mathematics education. Yildirim
et al. stated that “MEAs offer engineering educators at least two potential benefits:
improved conceptual understanding and a means for assessing the problem solving
process” (p. 831). The authors recommended specific strategies for effective
implementation of MEAs as well as how MEAs can help evaluate student problem
solving skills and abilities.
The research of Yildirim et al. (2010) was based on experiments conducted in
different learning environments over a two-year period at the University of Pittsburgh’s
Swanson School of Engineering. The initial implementation of the MEAs began in
summer 2007. The research methodology contained four steps - MEA construction,
implementation, assessment, and revision.
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Yildririm et al. (2010) constructed new MEAs based on targeted learning goals
and skills as well modified previously utilized MEAs in similar environments. The
construction modifications of the MEAs followed guidelines set by Lesh (2000). The
MEAs presented a wide range of contexts from dam construction to ethanol production.
In addition, the MEAs aimed to target specific skills such as central limit theorem and
multi-criteria decision making.
The MEA implementation took place in several courses consisting of different
engineering domains and student grade levels (Yildirim et al., 2010). Implementation of
the MEAs was instructor defined. Yildirim et al. stated, “depending on the instructor’s
personal teaching style, schedule, and course requirements, an implemented MEA may be
used as an integrator, reinforcer or discoverer” (p. 833). MEAs can be used in manner
that reinforces a concept that has been recently introduces, discovers a new concept
during the activity or integrates concepts from an earlier course. MEAs as a content
integrator could provide STEM educators with the opportunity to bridge content areas
such that material learned in a Math course could be integrated and applied in a
technology and engineering course.
The MEAs afforded instructors with a vehicle for domain assessment such as
thermo dynamics and engineering economics (Yildirim et al., 2010). In addition, the
researchers used five methods of collecting student data about problem solving while
engaging in the MEAs: reflection tools, student reports, personal recording devices,
Wikis, and test questions. Based on the evaluation criteria and methods, the MEAs were
revised after each implementation and are modified for future use.
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Yildirim et al.’s (2010) findings centered around two basic themes: the use of
MEAs as teaching tools and the use of MEAs as an assessment medium. When
discussing MEAs as a teaching tool, the authors focused on two outcomes. The first
identified what factors are crucial for successful MEA implementation. When studying
one of these factors, embedding MEA concepts, the researchers found “that 90% of the
students stated that they enjoyed working on the MEA better than the textbook examples”
(p. 837). Other factors discussed by Yildirim et al. included: role in conceptual
understanding, team number and size, instructor experience and guidance, time allotted,
and feedback. The second outcome of teaching success that Yildirim et al. identified was
extending MEA concept to include the ethical reasoning domain. The authors offer only
anecdotal evidence referring interested readers to an additional conference proceedings
on ethical – MEAs to provide more detail.
The other finding presented by Yildirim et al. (2010) discussed the use of MEAs
as a content elicitor to provide evidence for assessing aspects of student learning. The
researchers offer student reflections combined, personal recording devices, incremental
student reported, data as evidence. The use of multiple assessment methods allowed the
researchers to evaluate what problem solving solutions the students were utilizing.
Model-eliciting activities are designed explicitly to expose and examine students'
perceptions and prior knowledge while at the same time providing for extension, revision,
and integration of these ideas to develop a foundation for more abstract, or formal ways
of understanding (Lesh et al., 2000).
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2.7 Conclusion
This chapter delineated the appropriateness of using MEAs as a curriculum
solution in high school technology education classrooms to encourage modeling as a
significant part of design. Technological literacy and design are essential components of
a 21st-century citizen. Modeling plays a critical role in design. As outlined, scholarship
indicated students’ model mathematically when presented with model-eliciting activities.
The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate what difference exist between high
school students that participate in a typical technology education design activity and high
school students that participate in a modified MEA directly prior to a traditional design
activity.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overview
Modeling allows students to become more effective designers. The International
Technology and Engineering Educators Association STEM Center for Teaching and
Learning (STEM-CTL) is interested in students’ ability to design. The Center develops
and disseminates technology and engineering curriculum for high school classrooms. The
STEM-CTL uses student assessment data collected at the end of each school year to
evaluate its Engineering by Design (EbD) curriculum’s effectiveness, thus providing
insight for future curriculum improvements. The goal of the STEM-CTL is to conduct
research on teaching and learning through directed programs designed for quality
teaching practices and assessment, development of resource materials, and support of
teaching environments. To this end, the Center planned to integrate a modeling-eliciting
activity prior to the 2013 EbD end-of-course design assessments. The purpose of this
study was to assess the impact of a model-eliciting activity on student design
performance scores on the end of course assessment. Data analyzed in this study were
collected and de-identified by the STEM-CTL and then shared with the researcher
The research was be guided by the research question, “Does a model-eliciting
activity (MEA) affect high school technology education students’ design performance as
scored on the Engineering by Design end-of-course design rubric?”
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The STEM-CTL develops the annual end of course assessment. The center is
interested in the design performance of high school students. MEAs offer a potential
benefit to student design abilities. During the 2012-13 school year, the STEM-CTL was
interested in utilizing model-eliciting activities as an integral component of their
assessment. A literature review was conducted on model-eliciting activities. Areas
reported in the literature review included: MEA development, implementation, and
potential benifiets to student learning. The researcher synthesized the literature and
provided a recommendation to the STEM-CTL on the use of model-eliciting activities.
The literature review conducted informed the STEM-CTL’s development of the 2012-13
end of course assessment. (Appendix D)
This study used data collected annually by the STEM-CTL. Data from the 2011-12
and 2012-13 school years are of interest to the STEM-CTL as they were making revisions
to the assessment tool due to the adoption of the recently released national STEM
standards documents (Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and Next
Generation Science Standards). This study investigated historical and concurrent data to
create similar comparison and treatment groups. The comparison group was given the
traditional end-of-course design challenge followed by a MEA. The treatment group was
given the MEA followed by the same design challenge. Quantitative data from the
teacher-scored assessment rubric were analyzed in an attempt to answer the above stated
research question.
All high school students enrolled in an EbD: Foundations of Technology, course
who participated in the online end-of-course assessment in the 2012-13 school year were
enroll in this study if their teacher volunteered to participate. Individual students were not
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identified. There was no recruitment or obtaining of informed consent efforts by the
researcher as the STEM-CTL processes and procedures required consent through a
network school agreement. Data were provided by the STEM-CTL to the researcher. The
STEM-CTL has negotiated with each school that data collected in the end of grade
assessment data set may be used for research purposes.

3.2 Research Questions and Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this study was that high school students’ design performance
will be affected by the application of a MEA. The MEA acted as a content integrator such
that students integrate previously learned mathematical concepts in a real-world design
application and therefore will transfer the application of that knowledge during an
engineering design challenge assessment. As indicated in the literature, modeling is an
essential component of engineering design (Dym et al., 2005). As stated by Branford et
al. in the report How People Learn: Mind, Brain, Experience and School,ǲtransfer can be
improved by helping students become more aware of themselves as learners” (p. 67).
Therefore, the inclusion of an activity that scaffolds and elicits the students’ ability to
model directly before an engineering design challenge assessment may affect the
students’ performance as student will become aware of the application of specific
mathematical knowledge to build the model. Previous research in education has
suggested that MEAs are an appropriate elicitor of mathematical knowledge and
engineering concepts to improve problem solving in K-12 education (Showalter, 2009;
Yildirim, Shuman, & Besterfield-Sacre, 2010). MEAs were created by mathematics
education researchers to foster problem solving by encouraging students to build
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mathematical models (Lesh & Kelly, 1998). Modeling eliciting activities are designed to
elicit mathematical knowledge and allow students to practice mathematical thinking.
MEAs provide students with opportunities to learn how to make decisions about which
mathematical content should be applied in which context (Schoenfeld, 1992; Carnes,
Cardella & Diefes-Dux, 2010). This study aimed to answer the following research
question.
RQ1: Does a modeling-eliciting activity (MEA) affect high school technology education
students’ design performance as scored on the Engineering by Design end-ofcourse design rubric?
Ho1: There is no significant difference between design performance of the comparison
group and the treatment (MEA) group.
Ha1: There is a significant difference between design performance of the comparison
group and the treatment (MEA) group.

3.3 Design of the Study
The research design utilized a quasi-experimental method, post-test only, with
homogenous matching comparison groups based on possible confounding variables (Gall,
Gall & Borg, 2005). This type of study was considered a static-group comparison design
as research participants are not randomly selected and there was a posttest only.
Experimental design is often considered the “gold standard” in educational research and
measures two or more independent variables to establish a relationship (Gall, Gall &
Borg, 2007). As common in educational research, a true-experimental design is difficult
to implement. A quasi-experimental research design offers an appropriate alternative in a
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realistic educational setting as long as confounding variables are limited or statistically
accounted for (Mills, 2011).
The posttest-only, quasi-experimental study has potential threats to internal
validity (Creswell, 2008). Threats to internal validity in this study design included: (1)
selection bias, (2) instrument, and (3) compensatory rivalry and resentful demoralization.
The study design consisted of stratified sampling based on historical and concurrent
demographic data (Creswell, 2008; Gall, Gall & Borg, 2007). The two groups were
organized based on the statistically similar matches of the teachers involved in the study
and their students. The sampling method created two comparable groups with similar
teacher and student demographics and student academic performance (Olejnik, 1984;
ITEA, 2000/2002/2007; Jonsson & Svingby, 2007). One group was randomly selected as
the treatment group (MEA) and the remaining group was identified as the comparison
group.
3.3.1 Threats to Internal Validity
In a quasi-experimental research design, threats to internal validity must be
accounted for to suggest potential cause and effect inferences (Creswell, 2008). The
major internal threat in a posttest only, multiple group design is selection bias (Steiner,
Peter, Cook, Thomas, Shadish, William & Clark, 2010). As indicated by Creswell, two
additional threats to internal validity; instrumentation and compensatory rivalry and
resentful demoralization; must also be accounted for in a quasi-experimental, posttest
only research design.
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Selection Bias
Covariates were identified in this study in an attempt to control for selection bias.
The covariates were selected based on indicators of student design performance including
a measure of student diversity; gender (Carrillo, 2002) and a measure of student
knowledge; score of course-level pre-course examination (STL, 2000/2002/2007).
Instrumentation
As with any teacher-scored rubric instrument, there is concern with the potential
for variability of the instrument across raters (teachers). Efforts were made to balance
teacher reliability and validity by using a stratifying sampling method that accounted for
a teacher’s ability to effectively employ the rubric instrument based on a Pearson’s R
correlation coefficient (see Sampling Method). Based on historical data (2011-2012), a
Pearson’s R was calculated for each participating teacher that indicated a relationship
between students’ score on a criterion evaluation tool (course-level, multiple choice
posttest, see Burke and Engstrom, 2010) and the students’ score as rated by the teacher
with the rubric instrument. A positive correlation to an external criterion evaluation tool
is an indicator of the teacher’s ability to effectively utilize the rubric instrument (Jonsson
& Svingby, 2007).
Compensatory Rivalry and Resentful Demoralization
In order to account for potential compensatory rivalry or resentful demoralization,
the research design and procedure called for each group to receive the same instruction,
activity and assessment but in a different order. As both groups would eventually receive
the experimental treatment activity (the comparison group received the treatment after the
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teachers assessed the student performance), the students and teachers were anticipated to
be unaware of what part of the study was the experimental treatment.
3.3.2 Sample Size Determination
A critical factor in any research design is the determination of the number of
participants which should be investigated in the research study (Olejnik, 1984). Sample
size has the potential to influence instrumentation, design and analysis. Adequate sample
size should be determined during the planning stages of the research inquiry (Olejnik).
See Population and Sample for sampling strategy.
As outlined by Olejnik (1984), there are four considerations when determining
sample size of a study. The considerations are study criterion, level of statistical power,
analysis strategy and meaningful effect size (Olejnik). The study criterion, as suggested
by Olejnik, is ability grouping as measured on a standardized assessment (design
challenge rubric). The level of significance was set at D=0.05, and p values were reported
(Creswell, 2008; Stallings, 1985). The analysis strategy of a two-tailed independent
multi-variant analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was utilized due to the study
containing one independent variable (treatment intervention), multiple dependent variable
(design performance as indicated by design challenge rubric categories), and two
identified covariates (Creswell, 2008). As reported by Kulik and Kulik (1982) the
average effect size on a standardized test is as small as 0.1 to 0.19. As indicated by
Olejnik, minimum sample size for this study would be 132 students at a 0.7 power level
in order to detect a difference at even a small effect size of 0.2 (actual power level and
effect size is reported in Chapter 4).
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3.3.3 Variables
Independent Variable
The use of a model-eliciting activity (MEA) served as the intervention of this
study. The implementation of the MEA served as the independent variable differing
among groups. The comparison group of students received the traditional end-of-course
design challenge (see Appendix C) followed by the MEA. The treatment group of
students received the MEA prior to the traditional end-of-course design challenge (see
Appendix D).
Dependent Variable
The dependent variable measure for this study was student scores on the end-ofcourse design challenge rubric (see Appendix E). Creswell (2008) identified key
characteristics when describing dependent variables with concern to data analysis. The
dependent variables in this study were ratio in nature as they can be measured along a
continuum, had a numerical value and had an absolute zero. The teachers scored the
design rubrics directly after the traditional end-of-course design challenge in both groups.
Control Variables
The control variables identified for this study included one measure of student
demographics (gender) and academic achievement (pre-course examination score). These
variables were statistically controlled for as possible covariates (Creswell, 2008).
3.3.4 Instrumentation
The end-of-course design challenge and rubric was used as the measurement
instrument for this study. The Science Education Resource Center (SERC) at Carleton
College on “How to Teach with Model-Eliciting Activities” reported procedures for the
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evaluation of an MEA’s effectives. Assessments and instruments measuring the
effectiveness of MEAs “may consist of a different type of problem that allows students to
transfer their learning to a novel problem or context” (How to Teach with ModelEliciting Activities, 2012). The design challenge presented students with the opportunity
to transfer their learning and rubric was utilized by the teachers to measure the students’
abilities during the design challenge. The design challenge and rubric were developed by
the STEM-CTL. The rubric consisted of twelve criteria to measure student effectiveness
of utilizing the design process. The twelve criteria are steps in the design process as
defined by ITEEA’s STL. The rubric was designed to score students individually on each
of the criteria on a scale from one to five, one being “Extremely Poor or Missing” and
five being “High Quality Work”.
Validity
Validity within the assessment context refers to an instrument’s ability to measure
what it was intended to measure (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007). During the development of
the end-of-course design challenge rubric the authors examined three types of construct
validity: content, external and structural (Burke & Engstrom, 2010).
A common criterion for content validity is expert opinion or standards documents
(Jonsson & Svingby, 2007). The end-of-course design challenge rubric was developed
based on the Standards for Technological Literacy document (ITEA, 2000/2002/2007).
The rubric criteria are derived from Chapter 5: Design, Standard 8: Attributes of Design,
Benchmark H:
The design process includes defining the problem, brainstorming,
researching and generating ideas, identifying criteria and specifying
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constraints, exploring possibilities, selecting an approach, developing a
design proposal, making a modeling or prototype, testing and evaluating
the design using specifications, refining the design, creating or making it,
and communicating processes and results. (p. 97)

The end-of-course design challenge rubric has been utilized by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) in their ITEEA joint project STS-118 Design
Challenge (Meade, Caron, Grey & Weaver, 2008).
Structure validity is often determined by teachers judging the alignment of
guidelines and standards to the rubric (Denner, Salzman & Harris, 2002). The end-ofcourse design challenge rubric goes through yearly review at the EbD Assessment
Forum. Teachers that have utilized the rubric are invited to participate in the forum and
suggest modifications (Burke & Engstrom, 2010). The current version of the end-ofcourse design challenge rubric has gone through six years of revisions and refinement
(Burke & Engstrom).
The end-of-course design challenge rubric used the external measure of relevance
and utility for validity (Jonsson & Svingby 2007). North Carolina, New York and
Maryland departments of education have adopted the end-of-course design challenge
rubric as an appropriate measure of student achievement (Burke & Engstrom, 2012).
Reliability
The end-of-course design challenge rubric has been used in several states as an
appropriate measure of student outcomes. Higher-level thinking skills, such as those that
determine a student’s ability to design, require the use authentic assessment tool
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(Engstrom, 2005). As stated by Jonsson and Svingby (2007), with regard to “reliability
issues, rubrics should be analytic, topic-speci¿c, and complemented with exemplars
and/or rater training” (p. 141). The design challenge rubric was developed to be analytic
by providing raters with directly defined scoring from “1: Extremely Poor or missing” to
“5: High Quality Work”. The design rubric is topic-specific in that the rating categories
are based on clear steps in the design process as identified by the STL (ITEEA, 2002).
All teachers utilizing the end-of-course design challenge rubric have received training as
outlined by the EbD™ Network Application and Agreement (Burke, 2012). During a 5day summer teacher institute, instructors participated in a 3-hour rubric rater training.
During the training, the trainer delivers an inter-rater reliability presentation and defines
common expectations for grading. Participants are asked to evaluate the solution itself
with respect to the design brief. Participants are asked to focus on the provided grading
rubric, and establish a common grading policy from the rubric. The trainers provide
context and exemplars of various levels of scoring, ranging from “1: Extremely Poor or
missing” to “5: High Quality Work”. Participants then present their Rube Goldberg
(created earlier in the workshop) solution as well as how they determined a common
grade for their project. The trainers clarify rubric criteria and discuss appropriate levels of
project success (Gensemer, 2012).
3.3.5 Procedure
The following section will describe both procedures performed in the preparation
of the study as well procedures that were performed to carry out the study. The section
includes; MEA selection, fidelity of implementation, treatment application and data
collection and overall timeline.
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MEA Selection
MEA selection was based on existing MEAs available, and appropriateness of the
learning outcomes to those of the end-of-course design challenge. The MEA was selected
to elicit student mathematical knowledge. The 2011-2012 end-of-course design challenge
required students to utilize geometric reasoning to create an effective rain collection
device (See Appendix C).
The MEA used in this study was not created by the researcher. The MEA was
selected from two MEA databases. Purdue University’s Small Group Mathematical
Modeling and freshman engineering education program is world-renown for their
research concerning MEAs. The MEA databases Purdue University’s Small Group
Mathematical Modeling website (https://engineering.purdue.edu/ENE/Research/
SGMM/ MEAs_html) and the National Science Foundation funded MEDIA Project
(http://modelsandmodeling.net/ MEA_Library.html) were searched for MEAs that
elicited the geometric reasoning construct. Of the 48 MEAs available in the databases,
three MEAs indicated alignment in their teacher guides to the geometric reasoning
construct:Campus Lighting Design, Campus Sprinkler Design and Image Tiling. The
three selected MEAs were sent to Barry Burke, Director STEM-CTL, for the final
selection of the MEA. Each MEA was evaluated by Burke based on: (1) ease of
implementation with regard to available materials in a typical FoT classroom and (2)
developmentally appropriate for current FoT students. Materials in a typical FoT
classroom consist of paper, writing tools, and basic prototyping equipment. Students
participating in the FoT course are typically in ninth grade. Burke selected the Image
Tiling MEA (see Appendix D).
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The Image Tiling MEA (Soccer Ball MEA) requires teams of students
develop a generalizable procedure to cut out as many of a single shape as
possible from an 8 ½ by 11 sheet of paper. The motivation for the problem
is established through a news article relating child labor in India and
Pakistan to the manufacture of professional soccer balls. One sport
equipment manufacturer wishes to automate more of the manufacturing
process. Here students are asked by the company to use the idea of nesting
shapes to reduce waste when cutting out pieces. The students start with
hexagons and move on to pentagons. Other sports related shapes are used
to extend the problem. Concepts covered are Image Tiling, Tessellations,
and Geometry. (Liguore & Eick, 2006, p.1)

Fidelity of Implementation
As discussed by Gall et al. (2007), researchers should try to maximize treatment
fidelity by providing clear instructions and then assessing to what extent they have
succeeded by a post study evaluation. All instructors participating in this study had
experience with the end-of-course assessment and design challenge sequence for a
minimum of two years to familiarize themselves with the process. The MEA and
traditional design challenge had clearly written instructions for the students to follow. A
post study instructor survey was used to describe the instructors’ and students’ ability to
implement the MEA and traditional design challenge as intended. The survey was
adapted from Thomas and Hart (2010) to measure instructors’ perception of MEA
implementation. Additionally, two yes/no questions were included to indicate the
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instructors’ perception on the students’ ability to complete the MEA challenge and if the
MEA helped the students think mathematically. Table 3.7 presents the questions included
in the instructor survey (see Appendix G for actual survey).
Table 3.1
Post-Study Instructor Survey
Number

Question

1

Were your students able to complete the MEA
challenge?

2

Do you believe the MEA helped student think
mathematically?

Source

Researcher Generated

3

4

5

6

Generally, share your perceptions of MEAs and
a models and modeling perspective in problem
solving.
Briefly, describe the approach your students
took to the MEA problem and the processes
they used.
What are the benefits of MEAs for high school
students in a Technology and Engineering
education classroom?
What are challenges of using MEAs with high
school students in a Technology and
Engineering education classroom?

Thomas & Hart, 2010

Treatment Application and Data Collection
The MEA was available from the EbD STEM Network Teacher/Student Portal
(http://www.ebdstemnetwork.net/) beginning in May 2013. The MEA and traditional
design challenge were offered to all students participating in this study. The treatment
group was given the MEA followed by the traditional design challenge. The comparison
group was given the traditional design challenge followed by the MEA. The students had
one-class period to complete the MEA. The MEA contained both individual and team
based challenges. As reported by the SERC at Carleton College, a model eliciting activity
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typically lasts 50-75 minutes and can be followed by an assessment (How to Teach with
Model-Eliciting Activities, 2012). The assessment instrument in this study was the end of
course assessment (ECA) design challenge. The students had two-class periods to
complete the ECA design challenge. Students worked in groups to complete both the
MEA and ECA design challenge. Each student was instructed to complete an engineering
design journal entry during the ECA design challenge. The students were evaluated
individually by the evidence they provided in their engineering design journal entry.
Instructors in both groups were asked not to score the MEA or consider any of the student
created documentation from MEA as it was a primer for the design challenge assessment
and not the assessment itself.
After the completion of the traditional design challenge, the teacher used the endof-course design challenge rubric to determine the students’ design performance score.
The teacher then entered the score into the assessment database located at the EbD STEM
Network Teacher/Student Portal.
Once the data were received for the STEM-CTL, an instructor survey was sent
electronically to the participating instructors to provide feedback on the study
appropriateness, fidelity of implementation, and effectiveness of the MEA. The survey
consisted of six questions; two yes/no and four open response questions (see Appendix
G). The STEM-CTL then made the de-identified student data and teacher survey
responses available for this study.
Overall Timeline
Figure 3.1 presents the timeline for the implementation of the study. The study
implemented the MEA treatment prior to the performance assessment for the treatment
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group and after the performance assessment for the comparison group of a typical course
(see 3.6.3 Course Description). All study components occurred during a three day, midweek class sequence. The average class period time for the instructors’ classrooms was
58 minutes with a range from 54 minutes to 64 minutes. The students had two class
periods spanning two days to complete the ECA design challenge. The students had one
class period to complete the MEA. No MEA or design challenge sequence extended over
a weekend or more than three total days. After the completion of the MEA and traditional
design challenge sequence, the instructors completed the “Post-Assessment” scoring of
the design rubrics and instructor online survey.
Classes (Hours)
2
3
Eliciting
Traditional Design
Activity
Challenge
(MEA)
Eliciting
Traditional Design
Activity
Challenge
(MEA)

Group

1
Comparison

Treatment

Instructor
Scores Design
Rubric

Instructor
Completes
Online
Survey


Figure 3.1: Study Timeline

3.4 Institutional Review Board (IRB)
An IRB application was submitted (full review) for the study. The subjects in the
study consist of students under the age of eighteen. A letter was submitted by Barry
Burke, Director of the STEM-CTL, outlining ownership, liability and procedures
concerning student data. Purdue University’s IRB granted permission to conduct the
study (see Appendix B).
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3.5 Population and Sample
A convenience sampling method was utilized to recruit participants for the study
(see Figure 3.2). The Engineering by Design (EbD) program is currently available in 22
states (ITEEA, 2013). These 22 states form the EbD consortium and make various
decisions and recommendations to the STEM-CTL. In addition to the EbD consortium of
states, individual school districts, school buildings administrators or teachers may
purchase the EbD curriculum from ITEEA to be delivered in their classrooms. The study
population consisted of all students that engage in EbD curriculum material.
School districts that reside in one of the 22 EbD consortium of states may opt to
be members of the EbD network. The EbD network was comprised of 270 school
districts and 905 teachers that collaborate and conduct action research in order to better
understand the complexities of student learning and to help all students succeed and be
prepared for the global society (ITEEA, 2013). These network schools agree to the
EbD™ Network Application and Agreement (Burke, 2012; Appendix A). The network
schools agree to deliver curriculum content and assessments as intended by EbD.
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Figure 3.2: Population and Sample Graphic
One of these assessments, the end-of-course design challenge is a performancebased assessment that aims to measure student-learning outcomes in an authentic
environment. In 2012, 6,814 students in 78 teachers’ classrooms participated in the EbD
end-of course design challenge (performance assessment) for the freshman-level course,
Foundations of Technology. This study’s population included 6,785 students in the same
78 teachers’ classrooms during the 2012-2013 school year. The sample of this study was
limited to the students enrolled in instructors’ courses that volunteered to participate in
the study. Teachers were solicited to participate in this study through an email list
provided by the STEM-CTL. All teachers that completed the 2012 end-of-course design
challenge assessment for the EbD course Foundations of Technology were included on
the list. On May 3, 2013, an email was sent to the 78 instructors requesting their
involvement (see Appendix F). Teachers were offered an opportunity to win an iPad Mini
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as a result of participating in the study and were asked to respond by May 10, 2013. A
reminder email was sent out on May 9, 2013.
3.5.1 Sampling and Grouping Method
The sampling method was based on the seven instructors (approximately 531
students) that responded to the email and indicated they were interested in participating in
the study by May 10, 2013. Once the instructors volunteered to be part of the study, they
were grouped to create similar instructor rubric scorer groups by reporting a criterion
reliability (see 3.3.1 Threats to Internal Validity; Instrument) and the proposed number of
students to be scored (see 3.3.2 Sample Size Determination). A Pearson’s r statistic was
calculated and reported to show the relationship between the instructors’ scoring on the
2011-2012 end-of-course scoring rubric and the students’ scores on the annual multiple
choice summative assessment that measured the similar construct. Historical data on the
seven instructors’ students was used to create statistically similar groups for the 20122013 end-of-course design challenge with concern to the teachers’ reliability to use the
scoring rubric. The instructors’ students were placed in a comparison group or treatment
group based on the most similar number of student and averaged Pearson’s r statistic (see
Table 3.2).
Table 3.2
Proposed Instructor Rubric Criterion Reliability



Teacher ID

Group

2011-2012
Pearson’s R

2012-2013
Average Pre-course
examination Score

2012-2013
(Proposed)
Number of Student

MDHFT

Treatment

0.15

38.5

88

NPHCA

Treatment

0.25

N/A

48

55

MTHAG

Treatment

0.38

56.64

85

SCHEA

Treatment

0.41

47.86

30

.28

51.61

251

Total

Teacher ID

Group

2011-2012
Pearson’s R

2012-2013
Average Pre-course
examination Score

2012-2013
(Proposed)
Number of Student

SCHMD

Comparison

0.31

56.21

65

NPHRN

Comparison

0.32

N/A

150

CRRTE

Comparison

0.45

45.20

65

.35

52.69

280

Total

3.6 Setting and Participant Description
The setting and participants for this study were pre-determined by the STEMCTL. The following sections will describe common instructional settings and students.
Setting and students may differ depending on classroom, school, county or state in which
the instruction was delivered but would remain consistent with terms outlined in the EbD
Network Application and Agreement,
3.6.1 Instructional Setting
The instructional setting of the study consists of a typical technology and
engineering education classroom. EbD courses are delivered in schools and classes that
vary in size. All classroom teachers and school districts participating in the study have
agreed to follow the EbD™ Network Application and Agreement (see appendix A). The
schools agreed “to follow the scope and sequence for the course and to deliver the
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content using the Units and Lessons contained within the model Course Guides without
modifications” (Burke, 2012, p. 1). Burke reported in EbD™ Network Application and
Agreement that;
The school agrees to provide a laboratory space that is conducive to the
delivery of a Technology and Engineering/STEM program. The only
requirement is to have sufficient quantities of resources that will ensure
students participating in the course have access to equipment and
processes necessary to design, construct, and present solutions to the
technological and engineering problems they are presented. (p. 1)

All students from participating network schools enrolled in the freshman-level course,
Foundations of Technology (FoT), whose teachers elected to participate were subject to
this study.
3.6.2 Instructor Description and Recruitment
There were seven instructors included in this study. The instructors in this study
have been approved by their state and school district to deliver technology and
engineering edcuation content in their classrooms. The instructors partcipating in this
study agreed to follow the EbD™ Network Application and Agreement (Burke, 2012).
The agreement stated,
Teachers from the Network School will be provided professional learning
opportunities to ensure that the content within the Units and Lessons are
delivered consistently. This will include a range of opportunities that are
synchronous (face to face) and asynchronous (electronic through
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EbDONLINE™). Teachers agree to become actively engaged in these
opportunities. (Burke, p. 1)

3.6.3 Course Description
Foundations of Technology is the freshman-level technology and engineering
education course provided by ITEEA’s Engineering by Design (EbD) core program
(Gensemer & Caron, 2010). Foundations of Technology is the most widely adopted EbD
course, taught in over 270 school districts across 23 states (Burke, 2012). The
Foundations of Technology (Gensemer & Caron) overview stated,
This course focuses on the three dimensions of technological literacy—
knowledge, ways of thinking and acting, and capabilities—with the goal
of students developing the characteristics of technologically literate
citizens. It employs teaching/learning strategies that enable students to
explore and deepen their understanding of “big ideas” regarding
technology and makes use of a variety of assessment instruments to reveal
the extent of understanding.
Students develop an understanding of the influence of technology
on history by exploring how people of all times and places have increased
their capability by using their unique skills to innovate, improvise, and
invent. They gain an understanding of technological innovation and the
fact that it often results when ideas, knowledge, or skills are shared within
a technology, among technologies, or across other fields of study. Students
develop an understanding of engineering design, the formal process that
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transforms ideas into products or systems of the designed world. They
select and use manufacturing technologies and understand that modern
manufacturing technologies produce quality goods at low prices,
enhancing the quality of life for many people. Students select and use
construction technologies and recognize that cultural norms,
environmental conditions, and the requirements of enterprises and
institutions impact the design of structures. Opportunities are provided that
enable students to select and use energy and power technologies and to
explore the processing and controlling of the energy resources that have
been important in the development of contemporary technology.
Opportunities are provided that enable students to gain insights into the
use of telemedicine and other medical technologies. They become familiar
with information and communication technologies and their role in the use
of other technologies. The course concludes with the synthesizing of
major ideas through an understanding of the impacts the use of technology
has on society and the environment. (para. 4-5)

The course follows a typical timeline for instruction and assessment (Figure 3.3).
At the beginning of the course, students are given a (1) multiple-choice pre-course
examination to measure student knowledge of concepts to be covered in the course. The
course (2) typically last 36 weeks. At the completion of the course, students are given a
(3) performance assessment that consists of a design challenge and parallel multiplechoice (4) posttest. The end-of-course design challenge is not previously known to the
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instructors or the students and usually changes from year to year. Only the (3)
Performance Assessment was modified for this study.

36 Weeks
(1) Precourse
examinati
on

(2) Foundations of
Technology

1

Classes (Hours)
2

3

(3) Performance Assessment

(4) Posttest

Figure 3.3: Typical Course Timeline

3.7 Summary
Chapter 3 presented the methodology overview, research questions and study
design. Additionally, the population and sample, a description of participants and setting,
IRB procedures, variables as well as the instrumentation were offered. Finally, the
procedures were delineated.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

The purpose of this post-test only, quasi-experimental research study was to
determine if there was a statistically significant difference between the comparison and
treatment groups. This chapter of results presents data and analysis performed in order to
draw conclusions regarding the research question. The research question for this study
was, “Does a model-eliciting activity (MEA) affect high school technology education
students’ design performance as scored on the Engineering by Design end-of-course
design rubric?”

4.1 Sample Description
As the study was voluntary, teachers could decide to exit the research study at any
time. An incentive of a chance to win an iPad Mini was used to encourage teacher
participation and completion. Furthermore, all participants received a $50 visa gift card to
compensate them for their time. Compensation was appropriate because the completion
of the post study survey was outside of the teachers’ regular work day. The following
sections report and describe the sample.
4.1.1 Responding Participants
Seven instructors initially volunteered for the study. The anticipated sample size
based on the seven instructors’ students was 531. Three instructors did not followthrough to complete the study. Of the four instructors that completed the study and
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submitted student scores to the STEM-CTL, two teachers were in the comparison group
and two teachers were in the treatment group, assignment procedures were described in
Chapter 3. The teachers instructed student at 4 different school districts in the eastern part
of the United States. Schools belonging to the treatment group had a free and reduced
priced lunch percentages in 2012-2013 of 7.4% and 34%. Schools belonging to the
comparison group had a free and reduced lunch percentages in 2012-2013 of 8.7% and
29%. The treatment group instructors submitted data on 142 students. The comparison
group instructors submitted data on 124 students. The study sample size (n = 266)
exceeded the minimum 132 sample size indicated by Olejnik (1984). Once the data were
received, the database was assessed for missing covariate data (Creswell, 2008). Overall,
266 students took the design challenge, 166 student reported demographics and 163
students completed the pre-course examination.
Pre-analysis Grouping Check: Comparison of Demographics and Scoring Reliability
An analysis to determine difference among groups based on demographic
information was performed prior to conducting analysis to answer the research question.
Pearson Ȥ2 tests were used for the categorical variables of gender, grade level, ethnicity,
and race. Results of the Pearson Ȥ2 tests were reported in Table 4.1, and indicated that
there were no differences between the groups relative to gender, ethnicity, or race. The
Pearson Ȥ2 test indicated there was a difference between groups relative to grade level.
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Table 4.1
Group Student Demographics
Group
Pearson Ȥ2
Comparison
Treatment
Male
41 (60.3%)
48 (49.0%)
Ȥ2(1) = -.093,
Gender
Female
27 (39.7%)
50 (51.0%)
p = .233
Freshman
32 (47.1%)
81 (82.7%)
Sophomore
31 (45.6%)
12 (12.2%)
Ȥ2(3) = -.262,
Grade Level
Junior
5 (7.4%)
4 (4.10%)
p < 0.001
Senior
0 (0.0%)
1 (1.0%)
Hispanic
12 (17.6%)
10 (10.2%)
Ȥ2(1) = -.115,
Ethnicity
p = .139
Non-Hispanic
56 (82.4%)
88 (89.8%)
American Indian 0 (0.0%)
2 (2.0%)
Ȥ2(3) = -.014,
Asian
5 (7.4%)
8 (8.2%)
Race
p = .853
Black
6 (8.8%)
14 (14.3%)
White
57 (83.8%)
74 (75.5%)
Note: Number of cases reported and percentage of the students in each group is reported
in parentheses.
Demographic Variable

An analysis to determine differences among groups based on academic
performance was also performed prior to analysis to answer the research question. The
students completed a pre-course examination to measure academic knowledge based on
the Standards for Technological Literacy. An independent sample t-test was performed to
indicate if there was a significant difference between the comparison and treatment
groups based on the students’ score on the pre-course examination. There was not a
significant difference in the scores of the comparison (M = 50.31, SD = 19.25) and the
treatment (M = 52.04, SD = 16.19) groups; t(159) = .619, p = .537.
Efforts were made to balance the level of reliability between the treatment and
comparison groups based on historical data from the 2011-2012 school year as indicated
in section 3.5.1 Sampling Method. The correlational analysis was again performed and
reported to account for the teachers that did not follow through with the study. A
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Pearson’s r correlation statistic was examined to describe the relationship between an
independent students’ score on a multiple choice assessment of technological literacy
(pre-course examination) and the instructors’ rubric rating of the students’ design
challenge performance (see Table 4.2). The treatment group showed medium (r = 0.27)
positive correlation between the instructors’ scoring of a design challenge using the
rubric and the students’ scores on an independent multiple choice assessment measure the
same construct. The comparison group reported a medium (r = 0.39) positive correlation.
Table 4.2
Rubric and Pre-course Examination Correlation
Group
Comparison
Treatment
Number of Teachers
2
2
Number of Students
124
142
Pearson’s R
.39
.27
Note: Weighted Pearson’s R correlation of previous year’s design performance
and post-course examination score.

4.2 Missing Data: Multiple Imputations (MI)
As reported by Gall et al. (2007), missing data is common in educational research
in which an individual has an option to participate in one variable but not in other
variables collected. As the completion of the covariate information was voluntary, some
students opted not to compete the pre-course examination and respond to demographic
information (gender). Of the 266 student data points analyzed for the study, 161 data
points included a complete set of variables; the independent variable (group), covariates
(gender, pre-course examination score), and dependent variables (scores on design
challenge rubric). Sixty-eight students were from the comparison group and 93 students
were from the treatment group. The remaining 105 data points included the independent
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variable and dependent variables only. The missing covariate data was analyzed as
suggested by Rubin (1976) to determine the appropriate methods if the omission of selfreported data was missing completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR), or
missing not at random (MNAR). There was no indication that a specific factor influenced
the student’s willingness to participate in the recording of the covariates. Statistical
measures were used to analyze the data and determine methods for further data omission
or imputations (Little, 1988). Little’s Test for Missing Completely at Random resulted in
a Chi-Square statistic of 0.407, df = 1, p = 0.523. The null hypothesis was accepted that
the missing data were missing complete at random. When dealing with missing covariate
data, Johansson and Karlsson (2013) described six commonly used methods. The six
methods were:
1. Complete case scenario (CC),
2. Single imputation of mode (SImode),
3. Single imputation based on weight (SIwt),
4. Multiple imputation based on weight and individual response (i.e.
Cssi) (MI),
5. Full maximum likelihood modelling using information on weight
(MOD)
6. Full maximum likelihood modelling where the proportion …
among the individuals lacking information … was estimated as an
extra parameter in the model (EST). (p. 1233-1234)
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Johansson and Karlsson (2013) concluded that MI, MOD and EST were all
appropriate approaches to receive precise and unbiased estimates when working with
MCAR or MAR missing data. A multiple imputation (MI) procedure in the statistical
package SPSS 22 was available to the researcher and used to replace missing covariate
data.
4.2.1 MI in SPSS
The multiple imputations procedure in the statistical package SPSS 22 was used
in this study. Two variables (pre-course examination and gender) were missing values. Of
the 266 participants, 103 cases were missing at least one variable. The total missing
variables accounted for four percent of all the values in the study.
The multiple imputations procedure used the recommended five iterations as less
than 5% of the dataset were missing (Schafer & Olsen, 1998). Each iteration resulted in a
complete data set. The five data sets were pooled to create an averaged dataset. The
“pooled” dataset was utilized for inferential statistics in this study as suggested by
Buuren and Oudshoorn (1999).

4.3 Description of the Data
This section provides the descriptive data scored by the instructors. The
descriptive data is reported to fulfill assumption requirements of later performed
inferential statistics. The following descriptive statistics were reported on the pooled
dataset.
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4.3.1 Dependent Variable
The dependent variable was the student scores on the end-of-course design
challenge. Student score on the rubric total ranged for all participants from 12 to 60. The
mean score for all students (n=266) was 43.96 with a standard deviation of 10.80.
4.3.2 Dependent Variable by Group
The comparison group (n=124) scores ranged from 12 to 60 with a mean of 42.56.
The comparison group data had a standard deviation of 9.47 and a variance of 89.679.
The treatment group (n=142) scores ranged from 14 to 60 with a mean of 45.18. The
treatment group data had a standard deviation of 11.735 and a variance of 137.721. Table
4.3 presents all relevant descriptive data by group.
Table 4.3
Descriptive Statistics of Dependent Variable (Total Rubric Score)
Measure
Comparison
Treatment
Mean
42.56
45.18
Median
44.00
49.00
Variance
89.679
137.721
Std. Deviation
9.470
11.735
Minimum
12
14
Maximum
60
60
Range
48
46
Interquartile Range
12
17
Skewness
-.977
-.824
Kurtosis
.737
-.312
Table 4.4 presents the dependent variable data of each group and rubric category.
These categories included; Defined the Problem, Brainstormed Ideas, Researched Ideas,
Criteria and Constraints, Explored Possibilities, Selected an Approach, Designed
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Proposal, Made a Model or Prototype, Tested/evaluated the Design, Refined the Design,
Made Adjustments, and Communicated.
Table 4.4
Dependent Variable Mean by Group and Rubric Category
Rubric Category Comparison
Treatment
Defined
3.82
3.95
Brainstormed
3.64
3.68
Research
3.54
3.37
Criteria
4.17
3.82
Possibilities
3.69
3.90
Approach
3.70
3.72
Proposal
2.77
3.56
Model
4.30
4.28
Test/Evaluated
3.50
4.04
Refine
3.42
3.61
Adjusts
3.39
3.49
Communicate
2.64
3.75
The data displayed in Table 4.5 shows the distribution by group. The ShapiroWilk statistic is a measure of normality. As reported by Razali and Wah (2011), “the
Shapiro-Wilk test is the most powerful test for all types of distribution and sample sizes”
(p. 32). The comparison group shows a Shapiro-Wilk statistic of .933. As the significance
statistic is less than p = 0.05 then the null hypothesis is rejected that the comparison
group data has a near normal distribution. Figure 4.1 visually verifies the assumption of
the not near normal comparison group distribution.
Table 4.5
Test for Normality of Dependent Variable (Total Rubric Score)
Shapiro-Wilk
Group
Comparison
Treatment



Statistic
.933
.908

df
124
142

Sig.
<0.001
<0.001
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Figure 4.1: Q-Q Plot for Normality (Comparison)

The treatment group shows a Shapiro-Wilk statistic of 0.908. As the significance
statistic is less than p = 0.05 then the null hypothesis is rejected that the treatment group
data has a near normal distribution. Figure 4.2 visually verifies the assumption of the not
near normal comparison group distribution.
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Figure 4.2: Q-Q Plot for Normality (Treatment)

4.4 Inferential Statistics
In order to answer the research question, a univariate analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) was used to discover any statistical differences between groups as indicated
by total student scores as rated by the instructors and design rubric with both gender and
pre-course examination score as covariates. A follow-up one-way multiple analysis of
covariance (MANCOVA) was employed to discover any statistical differences among the
comparison and treatment groups with concern to the individual rubric categories with
both gender and pre-course examination score as covariates. The use of an ANCOVA
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was deemed appropriate as the following assumptions outlined by Cohen (2001) were
met:
1. The relationship between the covariates and the dependent variable in the
population is linear.
2. Homogeneity of regression.
3. The covariates were measured without error (pp. 590-591).
The reporting of normality testing is substantial to data interpretation and
discussion. Parametric procedures can be utilized regardless of normality distribution
with a sample size greater than 40 (Elliot, 2007; Pallant, 2007). `
4.4.1 Univariate Analysis of Covariance – Total Rubric Score
An ANCOVA was used in order to discover if the difference in average rubric
score from comparison group (42.56) to the treatment group (45.18) was statistically
significant. The assumptions of analysis of covariance were met. The relationship
between the pre-course examination covariate and the dependent variable was linear as
shown in figure 4.3. As gender covariate is a bi-variant variable, the relationship must be
linear.
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Figure 4.3. Pre-course examination (Covariate) and Design Performance Relationship. In
the figure the blue circle are the comparison group and the green circles are the treatment
group.
A test for homogeneity of regression was also performed. Neither covariate
reported a significant difference in homogeneity among test groups. The pre-course
examination/group interaction test reported a significance value of: p = 0.883. The
gender/group interaction test reported a significance value of: p = 0.056. The results of
the ANCOVA indicated that the change in the dependent variable of total design
performance was not significant: F (1, 266) = 2.46, p = 0.118, Șp2 = 0.009.
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4.4.2 Multiple Analysis of Covariance – Rubric Category Scores
A difference in average student performance was observed in each rubric category
(see Table 4.4). A one-way multiple analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was used to
indicate if the differences in student average scores in each rubric category were
significant. A Pillai’s Trace statistic was examined as it is the most reliable of the
multivariate measures and is the most robust test to violations of assumptions (Smith,
Gnanadesikan, & Hughes, 1962). The test reported a significant difference between
groups in the means of one or more rubric categories (see Table 4.6).
Table 4.6
Multivariate Test Comparing Group by Rubric Category

Value
Pillai's Trace

F

.382 12.951

df

Error df

12

251

Sig.
p < 0.001

Partial Eta
Squared
0.382

Observed
Power
1.000

The Pillai’s Trace test resulted in a statistic F (12, 251) = 12.951, p < 0.001 with
an F.o5 = 1.19 (Howell, 2011). The results indicated a rejection of null hypothesis and that
there was no difference among the groups when considering individual rubric categories.
Thus, further analysis was required to determine which dependent variables were
impacted. Table 4.7 indicated a follow-up ANCOVA analysis between groups on each
dependent variable of the rubric categories. Effect sizes were reported as partial eta
square. Cohen (1973) reported 0.01 as a small effect size, 0.06 as medium, and 0.14 as
large. The dependent variables of Criteria, F (12, 253) = 9.201, p = 0.003, Șp2 = 0.034;
Design Proposal F (12, 253) = 21.635, p < 0.001, Șp2 = 0.076; Test/Evaluate F (12, 253)
= 15.044, p < 0.001, Șp2 = 0.054; and Communicate, F (12, 253) = 34.746, p < 0.001, Șp2
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= 0.117; indicated a significant difference between groups due to the reported F values
greater than F.05 = 1.91.
Table 4.7
Analysis of Covariance between Groups and Dependent Variables (Rubric Categories)

Dependent Variable
Defined
Brainstormed
Research
Criteria
Possibilities
Approach
Proposal
Model
Test/Evaluate
Refine
Adjusts
Communicate

F

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

.489
.038
2.091
9.201
.832
.260
21.635
.416
15.044
.965
.136
34.746

.485
.847
.149
.003*
.362
.611
<.001*
.519
<.001*
.327
.713
<.001*

.002
.000
.008
.034
.003
.001
.076
.002
.054
.004
.001
.117

Observed
Power
.107
.054
.302
.856
.149
.080
.996
.099
.972
.165
.066
1.000

*Significant at p<.05

4.5 Post Study Instructor Survey
A post study instructor survey was used to indicate the instructors’ ability to
implement the MEA and traditional design challenge with students as intended. The
survey was adapted from Thomas and Hart (2010) to measure instructors’ perception of
MEA implementation. Two yes/no questions were added to the original instrument to
show the instructors’ perception on the students’ ability to complete the MEA challenge
and if the MEA helped the students think mathematically. All four instructors completed
the survey. As reported in Table 4.8, all of the instructors answered “Yes” to the first two
items.
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Table 4.8
Post Study Instructor Survey, Yes/No Results
Number

Item 1

Item 2

Question

Instructor 1

Instructor 2

Instructor 3

Instructor 4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Were your students
able to complete the
MEA challenge?
Do you believe the
MEA helped student
think mathematically?

The post study instructor survey also included four open-response items. A
summary of teacher responses is provided for each question below. Full instructor
responses can be found in Appendix G.
Item #3: Summary of Responses
Item #3 asked the instructor to, “Generally, share your perceptions of MEAs and a
models and modeling perspective in problem solving.” Three instructors recorded a
positive response to Item #3. The instructors that recorded positive responses used terms
such as “engaged”, “useful” and “reinforced.” One instructor wrote that the MEA was
“useful because it allows students to visually represent mathematical solutions”. A
process students were previously “unfamiliar with.” The negative response indicated that
students “were not familiar with the MEA type activity” and thus “struggled with the
concept.”
Item #4: Summary of Responses
Item #4 asked the instructor to, “Briefly, describe the approach your student took
to the MEA problem and the processes they used.” All four instructors indicated that
students had some difficulty with the problem. Three of the instructors reported that
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students struggled with the literacy piece of the activity. One instructor wrote, “The main
problem was that the students were having a hard time putting the mathematically
concepts into a letter.” Three of the four instructors reported that students engaged in
mathematical thinking and one instructor stated, “Some students used their knowledge of
math to determine a solution to the problem.”
Item #5: Summary of Responses
Item #5 asked the instructor, “What are the benefits of MEAs for high school
students in a Technology and Engineering education classroom?” The benefits the
instructors listed were many and varied. One instructor commented on the collaboration
needed for the activity and that the mathematical concepts could be “easily taught and
practiced.” Another instructor thought that a benefit of the activity was that the MEA
allowed students to concretely visualize possible solutions. A third instructor thought a
benefit of the MEA was that the MEA would change the students’ approaches to the endof-course design challenge. Finally, the fourth instructor reported that a benefit of the
MEA was that “it reinforces the theory and process behind much of the engineering that
we do in this class. It helps students apply the lessons in a hands on approach.”
Item #6: Summary of Responses
Item #6 asked the instructor, “What are challenges of using MEAs with high
school students in a Technology and Engineering education classroom?” The instructors’
responses varied. One instructor commented that the students had “the most trouble with
writing and thinking outside the obvious solution.” The instructor also noted that the level
of math the students have been exposed to would be a challenge. Another instructor
wrote that a challenge would be the “potential that the tech teacher does not have
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appropriate mathematical background/training.” A third instructor responded that a
challenge was that the students were not familiar with the concept and needed to be
exposed to the concept prior to the challenge. Finally, the fourth instructor reported that
some students were “bored” and thought the MEA was “elementary.”

4.6 Conclusion
The results of this study began with data preparation including a description of the
sample, pre-analysis grouping check, and the identification and management of missing
data through multiple-imputations (MI). The results chapter continued with the reporting
of dependent variable descriptive statistics and the completion of proposed inferential
statistics. An examination of the dependent variable indicated that students in the
treatment group scored higher on design performance than the comparison group. An
ANCOVA was used to determine if the increase was significant. The null hypothesis,
Ho1: There is no significant difference between design performance of the comparison
and the treatment (MEA) group, was retained as the overall student design performance
reported a p-value of greater than 0.05. A difference in student design score was also
reported all 12 rubric categories. The treatment group showed score increase in nine
categories (Defined, Brainstormed, Possibilities, Approach, Proposal, Test, Refine,
Adjusts, and Communicate) and a decrease in three categories (Research, Criteria,
Model). A MANCOVA was used to indicate if the differences among groups was
significant. The differences were significant in the following categories; Criteria (p =
0.003), Proposal (p = 0.000), Test/Evaluate (p = 0.000), and Communicate (p = 0.000).
Finally, the results of the post study instructor survey were reported to indicate
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implementation fidelity. All instructors indicated that their students were able to complete
the MEA and that it helped their students think mathematically.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS, SUMMARY, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Policy makers and educators have come to the consensus that the teaching of
STEM subjects in the US must be improved (NAE &NRC, 2009). Advocates of
integrated STEM suggest that a more connected manner of teaching can lead to greater
student achievement. Research has shown how integrated STEM experiences can be
designed to foster connections between science and mathematics but there is a clear need
to extend this research to show more connections with engineering and technology (NAE
& NRC, 2014). The inclusion of mathematical modeling with engineering design
challenges represents a powerful opportunity to create connected integrated STEM
learning experiences for students. Traditional design challenges in Technology and
Engineering Education classrooms are rarely purposefully designed to require the
application specific mathematics concepts to be successful (Sanders, 2008). The purpose
of this study was to investigate if the eliciting of mathematical knowledge directly before
a design challenge will lead to change student design performance. Previous research
supported the presence of a mathematical modeling primer immediately before a design
challenge. The mathematical modeling treatment would then elicit student knowledge of
mathematical concepts. Once elicited, this study hypothesized that students would then
apply those concepts to improve design performance. This research study showed that
while overall design performance increase with the inclusion of the MEA intervention,
the increase was not significant. Additionally, findings indicated that student performance
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increased significantly in three rubric categories (Proposal, Test/Evaluate and
Communicate) and decrease significantly in one rubric category (Criteria).
Quantitative evidence supporting the research question is discussed in this
chapter. The following topics are addressed: (a) summary of the results; (b) discussion of
the findings, internal validity and external validity; (c) implications; and (d)
recommendations for further research.

5.1 Summary
The participants in this study were students in the Foundations of Technology
introductory course. Data were gathered on 266 students in 4 teachers’ classrooms. Of the
student participating in the study, 124 were in the comparison group and 142 were in the
treatment group. At the beginning of the course, students completed a demographics
survey and pre-course examination. The demographics survey indicated that the groups
were not significantly different in the reported areas of gender, ethnicity, and race but
differed significantly in class level. The pre-course examination reported that there was
no significant difference between groups with respect to measures of technological
literacy. Student participated in an end-of-course assessment that included a performance
design challenge. A quasi-experimental, post-test only research design was used. The
comparison group was assessed using the design challenge, then the student completed
the MEA, and teachers scored the students based on a performance rubric on just the
design challenge. The treatment group completed the MEA before the design challenge
and then teachers scored the students based on a performance rubric on just the design
challenge.
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The research question asked; does a model-eliciting activity (MEA) affect high
school technology education students’ design performance as scored on the Engineering
by Design end-of-course design rubric? The results indicated a difference between group
means with the comparison group mean of 42.56 and a treatment group mean of 45.28.
While the findings reported a difference between means, the analysis of covariance did
not reveal statistically significant evidence supporting the research question with regard
to overall design performance. The ANCOVA results were: F (1, 266) 2.46, p = 0.118.
Mean differences were also measured for individual design categories identified
in the design rubric to provide insight on what differences existed between groups when
investigating sub-components of the design process. The findings reported mean
differences in all twelve rubric categories. The findings reported greater means in the
treatment group for 9 categories (Defined, Brainstormed, Possibilities, Approach,
Proposal, Test, Refine, Adjusts, and Communicate) and greater means for the comparison
group in 3 categories (Research, Criteria, and Model). A multiple analysis of covariance
(MANCOVA) was used to indicate if any of the differences reported on the rubric
categories were significant. The Pillai’s Trace (MANCOVA) test results were significant
and reported: F (12, 251) = 12.951, p < 0.001 with an F.o5 = 1.19 (Howell, 2011). This
discovery led to the analysis of individual design rubric categories to determine which
components of design differed significantly among groups. Four design categories were
found to be significantly different: Criteria, Proposal, Test/Evaluate, and Communicate.
When investigating group differences on the dependent variable of Criteria, the
comparison group mean score (M = 4.17) was significantly higher than the treatment
group (M = 3.82). The ANCOVA findings for Criteria were: F (12, 253) = 9.201, p =
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0.003, Șp2 = 0.034. The treatment group (M = 3.90) scored significantly higher than the
comparison group (M = 3.69) when investigating the Proposal variable. The ANCOVA
findings for Proposal were: F (12, 253) = 21.635, p = 0.000, Șp2 = 0.076. Additionally,
the treatment group (M = 4.04) reported a mean score for the Test/Evaluate variable that
was significantly higher than the comparison group (M = 3.50). The ANCOVA findings
for Test/Evaluate were: F (12, 253) = 15.044, p = .000, Șp2 = .054. Finally, when the
Communicate design component was investigated, the treatment group (M = 3.75) mean
was significantly greater than the comparison group (M = 2.64). The ANCOVA findings
for Communicate were: F (12, 253) = 34.746, p = 0.000, Șp2 = 0.117.

5.2 Discussion of Findings
This study found that a model-eliciting activity (MEA) did not have a significant
impact on overall design performance. Even though an increase in student performance
was reported, the increase was not statistically significant indicating the increase may be
chance or related to other variables unmeasured by this study. Literature supports the
implementation of model-based curriculum innovations including model-eliciting
activities. The MEA’s effectiveness as applied in this study may have been limited for a
number of reasons. First, the traditional practices in a technology and engineering
classroom may have differed too greatly from the expected practices for the
implementation of the MEA. The MEA in this study only accounted for a very small
piece of the students’ overall curriculum in the course. While literature suggested that
MEAs may be used effectively once during a course (“How to Teach with ModelEliciting Activities”, 2012), teachers in this study expressed concerns over the
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preparedness of the students to tackle an activity similar to a MEA with no previous
experience. In the post study instructor survey, all the teachers identified challenges for
the implementation of MEAs in technology and engineering classroom. These challenges
recognized the limitations of current engineering and technology teachers, curriculum,
and students’ preparedness for the MEA. It is possible that these challenges could be
remedied with teacher professional development on MEA implementation as suggested
by Mousoulides and English (2009). Second, the current methods for assessing design in
the technology and engineering classroom may have not adequately allowed for the
effectiveness of the MEA to be discovered. The end-of-course design rubric used as the
instrument for this study is based on the Standards for Technological Literacy (ITEEA,
2000/2002/2007). While recognized as the seminal standards in the engineering and
technology education field, these standards may not have provided the assessment and
rubric developers with enough granularity to identify and specify the precise design
behaviors elicited by the MEA.
The research question in this study was, “does a model-eliciting activity (MEA)
affect high school technology education students’ design performance as scored on the
Engineering by Design end-of-course design rubric?” This study examined the 12 rubric
categories individually in addition to the overall design performance. By examining each
rubric category, it can be determined if the MEA had any effect on the students’ design
performance with concern to specific components of design. The results of the study
indicated that student that completed the MEA prior to the design challenge scored
significantly higher in the Proposal, Test/Evaluate, and Communicate rubric categories.
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The increase in student performance within the Proposal rubric category is
congruent with current literature. One of the Principles of Model-Eliciting Activities is
the model documentation principle. The model documentation principle requires the
student to create a procedure description. The structure of the MEA asked the students to
create a written letter to a stakeholder (Diefes-Dux et al., 2008). This process is in
parallel to the process required to create a design proposal. A design proposal is a written
plan that specifies what the design will look like (ITEEA, 2000/2002/2007). The students
in the treatment group were asked to create a written letter explaining their mathematical
model as part of the MEA intervention. This prompt, occurring prior to the design
challenge, may have allowed for the students to transfer their knowledge about creating
appropriate written design proposals to the design challenge assessment. From a practical
standpoint, the inclusion of more writing prompts are not an exclusive feature of a MEA.
The MEA does, however, provide an engineering context to the writing prompt that may
have led to more student engagement with writing and thus choosing to spend time
writing a better proposal. As one instructor noted on the post student instructor survey,
the inclusion of the MEA would change the way student approach the design challenge.
One of the primary features of an MEA is the Self-assessment principle. The
results of this study indicated a significant increase in performance of students in the
treatment group with consideration to the Test/Evaluation rubric category. The selfassessment principle states that MEAs require students to assess the usefulness of the
model from several perspectives as well as background information provided in the task
(Diefes-Dux et al., 2008). The self-assessment principle is similar to the rubric definition
of test/evaluated. ITEEA (2000/2002/2007) defined evaluation as a process “used to
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determine how well the designs meet the established criteria and to provide direction for
refinement” (p. 103). Students were asked to use the same mathematical concept (Surface
Area; Geometry) in both the MEA and the traditional design challenge. The MEA may
have elicited the students’ abilities to test and evaluate the mathematical concept of
surface area through guided practice. This practice then potentially allowed students to
transfer their knowledge to the design challenge.
Students in the treatment group also significantly out-performed the students in
the comparison group on the Communication rubric category. With a partial eta squared
of .117, the MEA intervention had the largest effect on the Communication performance
of students when compared to all other rubric categories. Yildrem, Shuman and
Besterfield-Sacre (2010) stated that a well-designed MEA could contribute to student’s
understanding of communications. Furthermore, the Model Share-ability and Reusability
principle requires that the model must be share-able with others. The share-ability
concept is similar to the ITEEA description of the purpose of models; “Models are used
to communicate and test design ideas and processes” (p. 102).
The final dependent variable of interest was the Criteria rubric category. The
comparison group scored significantly higher than the treatment group when examining
the Criteria rubric category. The Principles of Model-Eliciting Activities do not explicitly
call out the practice of identifying criteria and constraints in a MEA. ITEEA described
“specify criteria and constraints for the design” as a step in the design process.
Furthermore, the selected MEA intervention did not require students to identify criteria
and constraints. The MEA instead gave the students a number of criteria that the student
then had to rank and prioritize. The MEA was a much narrower design experience that
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did not focus on all 12 aspects of design as identified by ITEEA. This difference in
application of criteria and constraints may account for a student misunderstanding of the
expected learning goals on the design challenge and design rubric. It is possible that the
students transferred the practice of not identifying criteria and constraints that was
reinforced by the MEA to the design challenge.
The findings of this study have implications for future research. In order to make
appropriate recommendations, an investigation of this study’s limitations was conducted.
Potential threats to internal and external validity exist in all research studies. This study
attempted to control a number of threats with a focus first on internal validity. With this
quasi-experimental, post-test only research design it is more appropriate to infer
association among the independent variable (MEA) and the dependent variable (design
performance) in lieu of causation. This consideration weakened the potential impact of
this study’s findings but aimed to join a growing body of research with concern to MEAs.
The following section outlines procedures taken to minimize threat to validity.
5.2.1 Internal Validity
Internal threats existed in this study. The research design attempted to account for
selection bias, instrumentation and compensatory rivalry and resentful demoralization
(see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1). Even though steps were taken to minimize threats, major
threats to internal validity limit the appropriateness of this study to justify a cause and
effect claim. This study examined existing groups with no pretest. While methods were
taken to control for the confounding variables of gender and academic performance
(technological literacy), previous differences among students that could have contributed
to their design performance may have existed. The groups in this study were statistically
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equivalent on a number of measures including; gender, race, ethnicity and academic
performance. The groups differed with concern to grade level. It was possible that the
difference in grade level among groups may have contributed to differences in the
dependent variable. As identified by the Common Core State Standards (2010), geometry
is taught throughout middle school and as a stand-only course in high school; most
commonly at the beginning of 10th grade. Of the students in the comparison group in this
study, 45.6% were 10th graders. In the treatment group, only 12.2% of the students were
10th graders. The 10th graders participating in this study most likely had more recent
instruction in geometry than students in other grade levels. This potential threat to the
internal validity was not controlled for in this study. The researcher recognizes that other
extraneous variables not identified may have existed. An extraneous variable is any
variable other than the treatment that can affect the experimental outcome (Gall, Gall &
Borg, 2007).
5.2.2 External Validity
External validity is the extent in which the findings of this quasi-experimental
design study can be generalized to individuals and populations beyond those that were
studied (Gall et al., 2007). As suggestion by Gall et al., the following sections will
examine external validity with concern to population and ecological validity.
Population Validity
Four technology and engineering education instructors participated in this study.
The four instructors were certified to teach technology and engineering education by their
respective states. They taught an introductory technology and engineering course aligned
with the Standards for Technology Literacy. While the teachers in this study were
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generally not different from the estimated 28,000 technology and engineering education
teachers nation-wide (Moye, 2009), the instructors in this study were part of an
experimentally accessible population. The four instructors self-selected to be included in
this study. The study were available 78 teachers with 6,785 students throughout the
country. These 78 teachers were a subset of the Ebd Network Schools. The EbD network
schools consisted of 905 teachers. It is reasonable to generalize this study’s findings to
the 78 instructors of the experimentally accessible population. The participants in the
study formed a representative sample of the experimentally accessible population. The
data examined in the study were not normally distributed. The experimentally accessible
population had an unknown dependent variable distribution. The central limit theorem
stated that if the sample is greater than 40 then parametric tests can be used to generalize
sample findings to a representative population (Elliot, 2007; Pallant, 2007). Generalizing
of the findings to the EbD networks school teachers (905) or all technology and
engineering educators (28,000) is risky as not all of the instructors were accessible for
this study (Gall et al., 2007).
Ecological Validity
The ecological validity determines the extent in which the study could be reexamined by other researchers in different environmental conditions. Five potential
threats to ecological validity were appropriate for discussion based on the study’s
research design. The first threat was an explicit description of the research design so that
other researchers may reproduce the study. This study’s method section aimed to provide
a detailed step-by-step explanation of the research design. The second threat was the
Hawthorne effect. The Hawthorne effect refers to the phenomenon that students
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participating in the study may improve performance based simply on their awareness of
engaging in a research study. This study used an existing assessment format that was
familiar to the teachers and students. Furthermore, the teachers and students of both
treatment and comparison groups were not aware of which group they belonged. While
the Hawthorne effect is difficult to completely control for (Gall et al., 2007), this study
aimed to implement the treatment with established classroom practices. The third threat
was experimenter effect. The variability in which the instructors implemented the
treatment in this study represents a threat to generalizability. It is possible that the
instructors performed the research experiment differently than they were instructed.
Detailed instructions and a post study instructor survey included in this study provided
some evidence that instructors completed the research experiment as instructed. The next
threat examined was posttest sensitization. It was possible that the combined effect of the
treatment (MEA) and the posttest (Design Challenge) contributed to the findings of this
study. The interaction between the treatment and posttest in this study was of particular
importance because of the mathematical concepts identified as learning goals. The
procedure carried out in this study recognized the importance of the treatment and
posttest relationship. A detailed description of this procedure was presented in the
methods chapter of this document (see section 3.3.4). The fifth and final threat examined
was the measurement of the dependent variable. The dependent variable in this study was
measured during a performance-oriented assessment. The most common summative
assessment tools utilized by teachers fall into two broad categories; selected response
items and performance-oriented (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). It is doubtful that the
dependent variable could be measured using other assessment methods such as select
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response item due to the active and process nature of design. To this end, it is
recommended that this study’s findings were generalized to similar design performance
classroom environments.

5.3 Implications
Technology and engineering teachers should examine MEAs as potential
curriculum enhancements in their design-based classrooms. The findings in this study
suggest that MEAs can adequately support design-based classroom activities. While
overall student design performance was reported to show no significant increase,
individual aspect of design displayed significant improvement.
Students in the treatment group showed an increase on design proposal
performance. The proposal aspect of the design process requires students to create a
written plan that describes what the solution will look like. The Common Core State
Standards for English and Language Arts (2010) have refocused attention of reading and
writing across the curriculum. MEAs present an opportunity for students to practice
written descriptions of design solutions in an engineering context. Teachers should seek
out MEAs that align engineering content in their existing curriculum as an enhancement
to encourage reading and writing practice. MEAs are available from online databases
such as CPALMS (http://www.cpalms.org/ cpalms/MEA.aspx).
The findings presented in this study also support the use of MEAs to potentially
improve student testing and evaluation performance during design challenges. Teachers
should seek out MEAs as structured practice to elicit student understandings of the role of
mathematical concepts in engineering testing and optimization. MEAs require students to
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develop solutions and then create written evaluations about the limitations of their
solutions. MEAs involve students in the evaluation of design decisions and processes
they have selected. This practice cycle of decision and evaluation may lead to students
engaging in more thoughtful testing and evaluation procedures during design challenges.
In addition to being essential components of engineering design, thoughtful testing and
evaluation procedures are closely tied to critically thinking, an explicit skill identified in
the Common Core State Standards and the Next Generation Science Standards.
An insightful finding of this study was that when primed with a MEA, student
showed a significant increase in their performance of communication during their design
challenge. In the National Research Council (NRC & NAE, 2009) report, Engineering in
K-12 Education : Understanding the Status and Improving the Prospects, communication
was recognized as an engineering “habit of mind” and is believed to be an essential skill
for citizen in the 21st century. The NRC reported that, “Communication is essential to
effective collaboration, to understanding the particular wants and needs of a ‘customer,’
and to explaining and justifying the final design solution” (p. 5). MEAs may offer an
opportunity for students to practice their communication skills and internalize the
importance of communication in relation to engineering and design. Teachers should seek
out design-based learning activities such as MEAs that asks students to communicate
design processes in addition to creating design artifacts. As reported by English (2010),
modeling problems require students to externalize their thinking and reasoning in a
variety ways, including drawing, graphs and written descriptions.
Teachers should also approach the integration of MEAs with caution. As the
findings of this study indicated, students may be influenced by the MEA to focus on
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specific areas of design (e.g. proposal, test/evaluate, communicate) and allow for
decreased performance on other areas of the design process (e.g. criteria). MEAs should
be used to elicit student knowledge of specific mathematical concepts and allow those
students to apply these concept in an engineering design processes. Teachers should be
aware that MEAs are often narrow and only allow for application of knowledge within a
few specific areas of design process. Teachers looking to implement engineering
modeling activities as a post-hoc infusion (NRC & NAE, 2009) should first evaluate their
students to determine potential design practice deficiencies. Teachers may then search a
number of MEAs to determine which may best support his or her students’ design
practice needs.

5.4 Recommendations Future Research
The NAE and the NRC found that since K-12 curricular initiatives in engineering
education have been developed independently with different backgrounds and
perspectives, it is difficult compare the effectiveness of promising curriculum
interventions. This study applied a curriculum innovation developed for K-12
mathematics education and modified for engineering postsecondary education in a high
school technology and engineering education classroom. The completion of this study
should encourage other researchers to engage technology and engineering educators as
potential research partners to support the advancement of STEM teaching and learning.
The technology and engineering educators in this study proved to be flexible and
meticulous in their implementation of this study’s procedures. Future research should
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seek out technology and engineering educators with flexible classroom environments to
engage in rigorous research studies.
The findings in this study support the NAE and NRC stance that K-12
engineering education would be increased by stronger connections to technological
literacy; as described by the Standards for Technological Literacy: Content for the Study
of Technology (ITEA, 2000). This study found that a MEA curriculum innovation elicited
student knowledge that helped student improve their design performance on a number of
rubric categories (proposal, test/evaluate, communicate). Researchers should continue to
align research-based engineering curriculum practices with technology and engineering
education learning goals and the Standards for Technological Literacy. These studies
should measure the utility and value of such curriculum innovations for teachers and
students of the technology and engineering education profession.
Future research should seek to reproduce this study with a more rigorous research
design. The post-test only, quasi-experimental research design used in this study
contained limitations to infer a cause and effect relationship. The inclusion of a study
pretest or complete randomization of the study participants could help to correct for any
potential differences among group caused by extraneous variables.
One robust finding from this study was the MEA relationship to increased student
performance on communication. As identified by the Partnership for 21st Century Skills
Framework, clear and effective communication is a learning and innovation skill
necessary for all 21st century citizens. Additional studies utilizing measure of
communication such design communication self-efficacy could lead greater
understanding of the impacts of MEAs on students’ ability to communicate. Future
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research should seek to identify what unique characteristics of a MEA could contribute to
increased student performance in communication.
In closing, the following recommendations for further research conclude this
section:
1. Repeat this study with a Solomon four group experimental research design
to determine if the relationship identified in this study proves to be cause
and effect.
2. Conduct a qualitative inquiry on student design journals in an attempt to
identify what, if any, mathematical reasoning was transferred from the
MEA primer experience to the design challenge.
3. Investigate the impacts of a MEA on technology and engineering students’
reading and writing ability. Findings from this study suggest that students
are transferring knowledge to perform better on written components of the
design process (proposal, communicate). Future studies should examine
the potential benefits of MEAs on student learning with an appropriate
literacy assessment instrument.
4. Engage in a long-term curriculum infusion study that would look to utilize
MEAs as a common part of technology and engineering design activities.
The findings of this study indicated that student may have unfamiliar with
the MEA structure and format. A study that supported teachers and
students with MEA usage strategies and practices may lead to more
effective implementation of the curriculum treatment.
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5. Replicate this study with the entire targeted Engineering by Design
population. By including nearly 905 teachers and 6,500 students, a
replication of this research study could randomly select treatment and
comparison groups with statistical power to determine intervention effects
relative to a number of student and teacher demographics.

5.5 Conclusion
This study aimed to provide evidence pertaining to the research question, “does a
model-eliciting activity (MEA) affect high school technology education students’ design
performance as scored on the Engineering byDesign end-of-course design rubric?”
Through a quasi-experimental posttest only research design, evidence suggested that the
MEA used in this study did not statistically affect the overall design performance of
technology education students as scored on the Engineering byDesign end-of-course
design rubric. The data and interpretation presented in this study contributes to the
growing research interested in student achievement in STEM education. Teachers should
continue to engage students in engineering design activities and seek out ways to infuse
mathematics that support modeling and analysis. Researchers should investigate
comprehensive curriculum and professional development solutions that aim to exploit the
natural connections between STEM disciplines through modeling.
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